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ABSTRACT 
The F' hand has been produced and measured in the following alkali 
halides: NaCl, KCl, KBr, KI, RbCl, Rbl, CsBr, and Csl. The spectra 
consisted of a single main peak and either a shoulder or a distinct second 
peak to the high energy side of it. The main peak in NaCl had a syrrnrrietric 
bell shape, whereas in the remainder of the salts it showed some structure 
The potassium and rubidium salts showed a shoulder located on "Che high 
energy side of the main peak. .The cesium halides showed a more complex 
structure. The structure in the main peak may be attributed to difference 
in band structure between the sodium halides and the other alkali halides. 
The shoulder, or second peak, to the high energy side of the main peak has 
been assigned tentatively to F'"center absorption where the F center is 
left in an excited 2p state. 
A semicontinuum model variational calculation has also been carried 
out using a correlated Hylleraas wave function. The F' binding energies 
* 
were calculated in a self-consistent priori fashion for m - m^  and 
O.om^ . (m" is the conduction band effective mass.) Generally good 
agreement with experimental binding energies was achieved for the 
* 
m = O.om^  case. Also the potential well was adjusted to force agreement 
* 
with experimental binding energies for the m = m^  case. The resulting 
wave functions were used to calculate the absorption coefficients for the 
F' centers. Generally good agreement was obtained concerning the position 
and sizes of the main peaks and their half-widths. The second absorption 
edges, corresponding to leaving the F center in an excited 2p state, were 
calculated. Good agreement with the experimental second edges was 
IV 
obtained. A preliminary calculation, concerning the peak height and 
width of this second band, yielded results in fair agreement with dat 
on KBi'. 
1 
INTRODUCTION 
Purpose of this Investigation 
Extensive work has been done in the general area of color centers in 
alkali halides (30,U8,U9). In general, attention has been given rnfj-inly to 
the F center with little experimental or theoretical work being done on the 
F' center. To our knowledge the most recently published data on the optical 
absorption of the F' center in several salts is that of Pick (Uo,Ul) taken 
in 1938 and 19^ +0. Several more recent papers ( 11,18,24) show the F' band 
in KBr and KCl but do not deal with the optical absorption of the F' band 
exp l i c i t l y  o r  in v e s t i g a t e  o t h e r  c r y s t a l s .  A  fe w  r e c e n t  c a l c u l a t i o n s  ( J , 2 0 ,  
42,44) have been done using the continuum, semicontinuum, and point-ion 
models. These calculations all employed simple product wave functions 
and did not explicitly include any electron-electron correlation effects. 
In the light of this previous work, therefore, it was decided to obtain 
new optical absorption data on the F' center in as many alkali halides as 
possible and to calculate priori, using a correlated wave function, the 
F' binding energies for these salts. It was also decided to calculate 
theoretical absorption curves which could be compared with experiment. 
The F Center and Smakula's Equation 
Several reviews have been published concerning the field of color 
centers in alkali halides (30,48,49). These reviews form the basis of 
this introductory discussion. The most extensively examined defect in 
the alkali halides is the F center, which is accepted as being an electron 
trapped at a negative ion vacancy. F centers are usually produced in the 
2 
alkali halides by exposing them to ionizing radiation or by heating thern 
in alkali luctal vapor. Either process results in the addition of negative 
ion vacancies and free electrons, and hence F centers, to the salt. The 
s-like and p-like vave functions (IT), and the difference in energy between 
these levels for the various salts is on the order of 2-4 eV. Photons 
of this energy correspond to the visible spectrum, hence F centers in a 
particular salt give it a characteristic color. 
Experimentally, the F centers produce a bell-shaped F absorption band 
which is approximately Gs.ur:r.ian in shape. Traditionally, the F band has 
been assigned a Lorentzian shape, and the equation given here applies to 
this case. Classical dispersion theory was first applied to the F center 
by Smakula (U8) who obtained a relationship between the density of F 
centers and the size of the absorption band. The result, commonly known 
as "Smakula's equation", is (48 )  
two lowest bound electronic states of the F center can be described by 
Nf = 1.29 X 10^ '^  — 
(n +2) 
(1) 
where 
3 U = the number of F centers per cm 
f = the "oscillator strength" 
n = the index of refraction of the crystal at the peak 
of the absorption band 
a = the absorption coefficient in cm at the peak 
max  ^
of the absorption band 
W = the half-width of the absorption band in electron volts. 
The oscillator strength (f) has "both a classical and quant'om mechanical 
definition. Classically, for a system of N oscillators, f^  representr; 
the fraction of oscillators in the system of frequency . The quantum 
mechanical f is found from the classical f by equating the classical and 
quantum mechanical expressions for the polarinability of an atom (12). 
The actual broadening of the F band absorption does not result from a 
damped classical oscillator but results, as shown by Dexter (12), from 
lattice vibrations. However, it turns out, as shown by Dexter, that if a 
correct calculation involving the lattice vibrations is done and that if 
the absorption is assumed to be Lorentzian, then Smakula's equation is 
reproduced. In practice W and are measured for a particular system, 
and Equation 1 is "calibrated" to agree with the measurements by adjusting 
f. If a Gaussian band shape is assumed the numerical factor in Equation 
1 is 0.8T rather than 1.29 (12). The oscillator strengths for three 
alkali halides as given by Schulman and Compton (48) for use in Equation 
1 are shown ±n Table 1. 
Table 1. Oscillator strengths for the F center 
Salt f 
KCl 0.90 
KBr 0.80 
NaCl 0.81 
Smakula's equation was required for finding the concentration of F' centers 
in the samples used. 
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The F' center 
The F' center is accepted as being tvo electrons trapped at a noyativo 
ion vacancy, hence an F center which has trapped one additional electron. 
F ' centers can usually be produced in a crystal containing centers by 
optically bleaching the F band at temperatures between liquid nitrogen 
temperature and dry ice temperature. The F' centers produce an F' 
absorption band which is located to the low energy side of the F band. 
Figure 1 shows a KCl crystal before and after optical bleaching in the F 
band at T = l83°K. The spectra were measured at liquid nitrogen tempera­
ture . 
The two-electron model of the F' center is supported by several 
experimental results. Pick (40) measured the quantum yield for F to F' 
and F' to F conversion and found that the reaction could be described by 
the equation 2F:^ F'. His data are reproduced in Figure 2. Here two 
different quantum yields are shown. The two quantum yields are defined 
as 
( 2F -> F ' ) = of F centers destroyed 
 ^ number of F quanta absorbed 
and 
number of F centers created 
n(F' -> 2F) = 
number of F' quanta absorbed 
At low temperatures n(2F ^  F') is small, since the probability of thermal 
ionization of the excited F center is small. As the temperature increases, 
the probability that the excited F centers will be thermally ionized 
increases, hence n increases. At temperatures where the ionization 
probability is unity, r) = 2. Each F quantum destroys two F centers, since 
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Figure 1. Absorption spectra of KCl before and after optical 
bleaching of the F band at T = l83°K 
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Figure 2. Quantum yields for F to F' and F' to F 
conversion in KCl (after Pick) 
one center is destroyed "by ionization, and another is dcKtroyed vhc-n it 
captures the free electron to form an F' center. At low temperatures 
il(F' 2F) , on the other hand, becomes equal to two. Here just the 
opposite process is taking place, with one F center being created by the 
ionization of the F' center, and another being created when a vacancy 
traps the free electron. The n(F' 2F) curve shows two interesting 
features. The first is that the F' centers can be optically bleached at 
very low temperatures (Pick bleached them at 23°K) with a quantum yield 
of two. This indicates that the F' center has no bound excited state, 
and that the F' band corresponds to an optical absorption arising from a 
transition from a single bound state to a continuum. The second feature 
is that the quantum yield drops off at higher temperatures. This is due 
to the decreasing capture cross section of the negative ion vacancies in 
the crystal (10,48) . The idea that the F' center has only one bound state 
is further supported by photoconductivity measurements made by Domanic 
(x3) . Domanic measured the pliotocurrent due to F' center electrons In 
KCl and KBr over a wide range of temperatures and observed a photocurrent 
down to 20°K. Thus it is generally concluded that the absorption of a 
photon by an F' center results in direct ionization of the center. 
As shown in Figure 1, it is not possible to remove totally the F band 
by bleaching. This occurs for two reasons. ' The first is that, as the F 
band is bleached, negative ion vacancies are formed, and these act as 
additional electron traps which compete with the F center. The second is 
that the F and F' bands overlap, and the radiation used to bleach the F 
band will also bleach the F' band and thus establish an equilibrium 
8 
between the two. F' centers are very weakly bound and thuL; o-re tnc^ rrnally 
unstable at temperatures above about 200°K. Because of this, and the 
temperature dependence of the quantum yield n(2F F'), as discussed 
before, there exists a temperature for each salt at which maximum F to F' 
conversion can be obtained. That is, the F to F' conversion depends on two 
competing thermal ionization probabilities, one for the excited F center 
and another for the F'center, and a temperature must be chosen such that 
kT 
the reaction F + hv  ^> p' proceeds as far to the right as possible. 
Pick (4l) plotted the amount of F center conversion against the bleaching 
temperature and obtained the temperatures for maximum conversion in KCl, 
KBr, and NaCl. His values are listed in Table 2. 
Table 2. Temperature for maximum F to F' conversion (after Pick) 
Salt T(°K) 
KCl 183 
KBr 133 
RaCl 153 
Previous Calculations 
Several theoretical calculations have been done on the F' center 
using the continuum, point-ion, and semicontinuum models. These calcula­
tions are briefly described below. 
The continuum model represents the lattice vacancy by a simple 
Coulomb potential Z/kr, where k is the static dielectric constant of the 
medium. The electron is then allowed to interact with this potential and 
9 
the potential produced by the polarization of the lattice. Although this 
model has had very good success at predicting the half-width of the F hand 
and its dependence on temperature, it is not a particularly physical model 
in that it ignores all short range interactions between the'defect and 
the lattice. Cheban (j) calculated the ionization probability of the F' 
center using a continuum theory due to Pekar (38). - Cheban calculated the 
F' photoionization probability for a final state consisting of either a 
polaron or a conduction band electron and found that to get agreement 
with experimental absorption curves that the final state had to consist 
of a conduction band electron. 
The point-ion model represents the lattice as an array of point ions 
and describes the potential at the lattice vacancy as a sum of the Coulomb 
potentials due to each point ion. Raveche (UU) used the results of 
Gourary and Adrian's (21) point-ion model calculation for the F center 
to calculate the F' binding energy in KCl. He used a product of their F 
center wave functions to describe his system and treated the electron-
electron interaction as a perturbation. Although he obtained fair agree­
ment with experiment (within 0.3 eV), the method is questionable since 
his perturbation is about \Q% of the total Hamiltonian. 
The semicontinuum model represents the lattice vacancy by a cavity 
in a dielectric continuum. This model is somewhat more physical than 
the others because it allows for short range interactions due to the 
vacancy and also longer range interactions due to polarization around 
the vacancy. This model was chosen as the basis for our calculation and 
will be explained in detail later. Pincherle (42) used the semicontinuum 
10 
rùûdol to calculate the 1'" binding energies in KaCl and KCl. lie a 
simple product function and treated the electron-electron ener;/;/ t'.-r;.'; by 
considering two interpenetrating electron charge clouds. Hi:: calculated 
values arc also in fair agreement with experiment (within 0.1 - O.i oV). 
La and Bartram (28) combined the features of several models in their 
calculation. Using the Hartree-Fock method they found the wave funco.i on:; 
and energy levels for two electrons in a square well. They then corrected 
for the effect of the lattice by treating the difference between the 
square well potential and Gourary and Adrian's point-ion potential as a 
perturbation. Finally they corrected for polarization effects by using 
the semicontinuum model. These corrections were the same as used in the 
present calculation. Here again the perturbation added was about hQ% of 
the total Hamiltonian. Their calculated binding energies for KaCl, KCl, 
and KBr were within 0.6 to 1.5 eV of the experimental values. 
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THEORY MB CALCULATIONS 
In this section the variational method will be applied to semi-
continuuiu models for the F and F' center. The groiznd and first excited 
state energies for the F center and the ground state energy for the F' 
center will be found. From these energy values and wave functions the 
absorption coefficient for the F' center for a final state consisting 
of a plane wave electron and an F center in the ground state will be 
calculated. 
In this discussion all quantities will be expressed in atomic units, 
except when noted otherwise. In this system of units the unit of charge 
is e, the electron charge, the unit of mass is the electron mass, and the 
unit of action is . The unit of length is then the first Bohr radius 
(G.53 Angstroms) and the unit of energy is two Rydbergs (27.2 eV). 
Semicontinuum Model 
Description of model 
The semicontinuum model which was used for the F and F' centers is 
based on the work of Krumhansl and Schwartz (2T) as expanded in the review 
by Gourary and Adrian (20) . In this approximation the periodic lattice is 
ignored and is replaced by a dielectric continuum. The negative ion 
vacancy is then represented by a spherical cavity in the dielectric 
continuum and is assigned some positive effective charge Z. The radius 
of the cavity, or well, R, is roughly the nearest neighbor distance of 
the ionic solid, and Z is about 1. The epherieally symmetric potential 
represented by this model is shown in Figure 3. To discuss this potential 
in general we take the origin of a spherical polar coordinate system to be 
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Figure 3. Potential well for semicontinuum model 
at the center of the cavity and divide the space into two re-ion:; : 
l) r > R, and 2) r < R. Inside the well, r < R, the potential j :: 
constant and is equal to V . V is the sum of the following terms: 
o o 
l) V , the Madelung potential which equals -a /a, where a is the 
m la rn 
Madelung constant for the particular crystal structure and a is the 
nearest neighbor distance ; 2) x> the electron affinity, the energy 
required to take an electron from the bottom of the conduction band to 
the vacuum; and 3) W, the polarization correction to be discussed in 
detail later. Outside the well, r > R, the potential is 
where K is an effective dielectric constant to be discussed in detail 
eii 
later. To find the F and F' energies the Schrodinger equation is then 
solved for this potential. The calculated binding energies will then be 
measured from the bottom of the conduction band. This particular model 
was chosen for several reasons; l) it has yielded reasonable results for 
the F center problem (48), 2) it contains the important bulk parameters 
of the particular alkali halide being examined, and 3) it is an easy 
potential to use in a variational calculation. 
Polarization effects 
Before a detailed discussion of the semicontinuum model can be done 
the Jost cavity model and the work of Mott and Littleton should be re­
viewed (20). We consider azi infinite medium of dielectric constant K 
containing a spherical cavity of radius R. A charge Z is placed with a 
symmetrical distribution in the cavity and the polarization of the 
dielectric is calculated. Outside the cavity the electric displacement 
I'l 
and ciuctr.LC tMeld vcc Lor s are boLh rad.i.-J. .-j.nd arc au fo l. I.ov/;; 
( r ) = ^  and (?:.'/ 
r'" 
(r) = -Ar • 
 ^ Kr 
Therefore the polarization vector is radial and is 
r 
This polarization produces the following surface charge density on the 
cavity wall 
a(R) = - P^ (R) . 
This charge density integrated over the surface area of the cavity yields 
the following total charge 
Itotal = = - ZCl - . 
The electrostatic potential at - any point in the cavity due to this 
polarization charge is 
(p = -Z(l-^)^ [k] 
The work of Mott and Littleton consists of calculating ^  in a detail­
ed manner for a negative ion vacancy in a perfect lattice. Their complex 
calculation involving detailed sum.s over a lattice of point dipoles is 
Then expressed by Equation h where K = k^ , the optical dielectric constant, 
and where R is chosen to make ^  fit their result and is called the Mott-
Littleton radius. In their calculation Mott and Littleton consider most 
of the ions to be fixed and consider only the electronic polarizability 
of the lattice. From Equation 3 they calculate the field seen by the 
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distant ions. They represent each distant ion as a point dijjole and 
calculate its dipole moment from their knowledge of the field. They then 
represent each of the nearest neighbor ions by an unknown dipole and solve 
self-consistently for the dipole moment, taking into account the other 
nearest neighbor ions and all the distant ions. Finally the polarizations 
of the distant and nearest neighbor ions are all summed over to yield 6, 
and therefore R. Their results for several salts are listed in Table 3-
Here a is the nearest neighbor distance. 
Table 3. Mott-Littleton radii 
Salt R/ a 
KCl 0. Ô5 
KBr 0. 88 
ETaCl 0. 95 
It should be noted that the 4) obtained from the above values of R and 
Equation k will yield the correct Mott-Littleton value only at the center 
of the cavity. 
Krumhansl and Schwartz-(27) treat the semicontinuum model in detail 
for one electron in the well. For the F' center there are two electrons 
in the well and some details will be different. In this section the 
details for both one and two electrons in the well will be worked out. 
Krumhansl and Schwartz proceed as follows. Inside the cavity the potential 
energy is asgumea to be CQngtant and, ag gtiategL Before, is divided into 
three parts: l) the Madelung energy -a^ /a, 2) the electron affinity 
and 3) the polarization energy W. W may be divided into ionic and optical 
parus as below 
l6 
w = w. + w , 
ion opt 
KruiVihansl and Schwartz then use the quasi-adiabatic approximation to 
calculate . In this approximation the core electrons are allowed to 
follow the motion of the trapped electron. If the trapped electron is 
at infinity the potential due to the optical polarization can "be written 
from Equation k to yield 
o 
If the trapped electron is confined to the well the potential due to the 
optical polarization becomes 
'^ r<B = i 
o 
We now have a potential, ^ (q), which is linear in q. To find the total 
potential energy of the electron due to the optical polarization 
Krumhansl and Schwartz integrate q). The result for one electron 
trapped by the well is 
Z-1 
/ 
Z 
If two electrons are trapped by the well the result is 
Z-2 
"oot ° I E ® - 2"^ - H R ' '5 
" I H1 - ir> Ë • <5 
" Z o o 
Krumhansl and Schwartz also calculate the ionic part of the polariza 
tion energy, using the quasi-adiabatic approximation. In order to 
do this a general formula will be developed using a continuum treatment 
(20). Consider a perfect crystal which contains some sort of trap, say 
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a negative ion vacancy. The potential for an electron in this trap con­
sists of tvo terms: l) a spherically symmetric one due to the trap, and 
2) a periodic one due to the rest of the lattice. The periodic potential 
* 
may be accounted for by giving the electron some effective mass m . The 
potential due to the trap may be described by a potential Z/r, where Z is 
the effective charge of the trap. The polarization of the lattice about 
the trap may be described by k^ , the optical dielectric constant, which 
gives the core polarization of the ions, and k, the static dielectric 
constant, which gives the total polarization due to both core polarization 
and ionic displacement polarization- We now consider a dielectric conti­
nuum with dielectric constants k^  and k and find the potential energy of 
an electron trapped by a potential Z/r. Contributions to the field that 
the electron sees will be added up and integrated to get the required 
potential energy. Since the potential Z/r is constant in time, the 
lattice can come to equilibrium, and the contribution of this potential 
to the field is 
Z 
kr^  
The average distribution of the electron will also produce a polarization 
field. Let ip(r) be the normalized one-electron wave function describing 
the system. Wow define p(r) and q.(r) as being the fraction of a one-
electron distribution which is inside or outside a sphere of radius r 
respectively. Writing p(r) and q(r) in. terms of \})(r.) yields 
p(r) = / |Tj,(r) dx , q (r) = / |i{;(r) dx , 
o r 
and 
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p(r) + q(r) = 1 
For a one-electron system the charge distribution inside and outside a 
sphere of radius r is -p(r) and -q(r) respectively, vhile for a two-
electron system the charge distribution inside and outside a sphere of 
radius r is -2p(r) and -2q_(r) respectively. Over a long period of time 
the charge distribution -p(r) is also constant and produces the field 
p(r) 
'k/ 
In the quasi-adiabatic approximation the optical polarization is allowed 
to follow the motion of the electron. Since we want the field the 
electron sees instantaneously at r we must add the term 
p(r) 
+ 
k r^  
o 
The total field seen by the trapped electron is 
= 72 Mi-- ^ • 
kr o r 
The required potential energy becomes 
(J)(r) = (-1)[- / E«dr] = - ^  - ^ ) f dr . (6) 
00 o r r 
This equation will also be useful for describing an effective dielectric 
constant for the semicontinuum model. 
¥. may now be written from Equation 6. ¥. is the potential ion  ^ ion 
energy the electron sees inside the well due to ionic polarization and 
is equal to the work done due to the ionic polarization in removing the 
electron from the well while the ions are held fixed. Krumhansl and 
Schwartz then write W. from the last term in Equation 6 to yield ion • 
19 
«ion =  ^^  • 
O K r 
W. can then be written in terms of q(r) as ion 
«ion' 
o . R r 
Here the charge +Z has been added to -p(r) to yield the total charge 
inside a sphere of radius r where r >_ R, the well radius. It should be 
noted that Equation 6 describes the continuum model, and Z represents an 
effective point charge ; while Equation Ja describes the semicontinuum 
model, and Z represents the effective charge of the cavity. Equation Ja. 
has been worked out for one electron in the well. For two electrons in 
the well W. is written as ion 
o R r 
writing this in terms of q(r) yields 
"ion" . (Tb) 
o R r 
This concludes the discussion concerning the inside of the well. 
Outside the well Equation 6 is used to yield an effective dielectric 
constant. For the one-electron case the formula given by Fowler (1T) is 
obtained. From Equation 6 we write 
which yields 
1 1-2 
+ (r h f dr . (3a.) 
For two electrons in the well Equation 6 yields 
Mr) = - ' - h- ar , 
'"'ef/ ''o r r-
which reduces to 
-  ^2[- jij + (^  - i) / a<|I dr] , (8b 
eff o o r r 
All of the important polarization effects for the model are now done. 
Our results may he summarized hy listing the well parameters which are 
appropriate just before and just after optical excitation of the P' 
center. To do this the Franck-Condon principle is employed which, in its 
simplest form, says that the ions do not move during an electronic transi­
tion (20). The appropriate well parameters are listed in Table U. We let 
Z = 1 throughout. 
Table U. Well parameters for F and F' center 
Parameter Before absorption After absorption 
0 (both electrons in well) (l - ^ ) ^ 
o^pt (l - ^ ) ^ (one electron in well) 
o 
k ' 2R 
o-
00 
(^  dr] Same as before absorption 
o R r 
X experimental number Same as before absorption 
a a 
V - — + W. + X  ^4. — + W. + X  ^a. 
o a ion opt a ion  ^ opt 
 ^+ 2[- + (^  ~ V) / dr] Same as before absorption 
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Here, accoz'ding to the Franck-Condon principle, q(r) is to bo calculated 
from the one-electron F' wave function. 
Variational Method 
The variational method for finding the lowest energy state of a 
system is discussed by Schiff (4%). The basic result is that, given sorae 
wave function iii, the expectation value of the Hamiltonian, H, of a system 
; . • ..en an upper bound to the ground state or lowest energy of the system. 
That is, 
f * j ip E ^  dT 
< 5 (9) 
/ k 1 a? 
where is the ground state energy of the system. A variational calcula­
tion then consists of choosing a reasonable wave function with several 
variable parameters. These parameters are then varied such that the 
expectation value of the Hamiltonian is a minimum. The closer is to the 
true ground state wave function, the closer the expectation value will be 
to the true ground state energy. 
F Center and F' Center Variational Wave Functions 
The wave functions used for the F center have been given by Fowler 
(IT). These are 
^^ Is ~ + or) e"*^  (lO) 
and 
iP = re'Gr cose . (11) 
2p IT 
Here a and g are variational parameters and r and 6 are the usual spherical 
polar coordinates. It should be noted that is not a true hydrogenic 
Is wave function but is labeled "is" becaeuse it represents the lowest state 
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of the ? center and is spherically symmetrical. 
In order to choose a suitable vave function for the F' problem, its 
atomic analog, the H ion, was examined. Considerable work has been done 
on the H ion because of its importance in producing absorption in the 
solar atmosphere (6,4,31,58). The important analogy between the F' center 
and the H ion is that both have a rather diffuse structure since one 
electron can provide almost complete shielding for the second. That is, 
each represents adding a second electron to a configuration which is almost 
electrostatically neutral. Because of this fact, correlation effects 
between the two electrons are very important. Previous work done on the 
H ion has employed wave functions consisting of power series of the 
Hylleraas coordinates s,t, and u. If r^  and r^  are the radial distances to 
electron 1 and electron 2 respectively, then s,t, and u are defined as 
s = ?! + =2 • t - rg , u = " 
The success of this approach for solving the H ion problem is shown in 
Table 5 (6.,$8) . Here the Greek betters represent variational parameters. 
These values of the electron affinity can be compared with that due to 
Pekeris (39) who, using a different wave function, calculated a value of 
0.0277509 a.u. This seems to be the best calculation to date (l9)• An 
exact experimental value for the ionization potential could not be found 
(39,52). However, Geltman (19) makes a comparison between the experimental 
absorption coefficient due to Smith and Burch. and the absorption coeffi­
cients calculated by using the Hart-Kerzberg bound state wave function and 
a plane-wave outgoing electron. The agreement is found to be satisfactory. 
It was felt, therefore, that by using the above type wave function that 
Table 5- Variational wave functions 
Number of parameters . ip Electron afl'Inity 
(atomic units) 
1 e 
a 
2 s 
-0.027 
2 e 
a 
2 s (1 + 6u) +0.009 
3 e 
a 
2 s (1 + gu + Yt^ ) +0.0253 
6 e 
a 
2 s (1 2 2 gu+Yt +6s+es 
+ çu^  ) +0.02646 
20 Hart and Herzberg (19) +0.02764 
the F' problem could, be reasonably described. For this work the three 
parameter wave function was chosen for several reasons. From Table 5 it 
is seen that at least three parameters are reguired to yield even modesû 
accuracy for the H ion problem. Also both radial and angular correlation 
2 
are explicitly present as represented by t and u respectively. Finally 
with more than three parameters the calculation would have been excessively 
long. 
For this problem the wave function was then written as 
2 if) = e (l + 3u + Tfc ) 5 (12) 
and the normalization constant was written as 
M = JlT{)|^dT- (13) 
'ih i u \v;ivi.- ru'.i>ji.;i.ou Lu syriiiiictric in itu cpacc cuordinatf,'.". r, ••••.iaI r,_, ij'rrjcf.-
i l. tiuuvi', be :uili-Gyiiuuet.ric in itu :;pj.n coordinates; to :iaLI;;!'y L:.'.- i'uij ! .1 
oxv.'iiiiiion principle, These spin coordinates will not oc- ox pj. i.',-i !,.! ;/ 
written out, but they should be kept in mind when the expectation vaJu-;. 
or the Hamiltonian is calculated. This wave function, therefore, repre­
sents two electrons in a singlet state. At any instant of time the motion 
of the two electrons will he correlated due to the explicit appearance of 
r_, g and (r^ -r^ ) in the wave function, while over a long period of time 
each electron will have an s-like symmetry about the origin. 
The F Center and F' Center Hamiltonians 
We now follow a discussion due to Fowler (17) and write the Hamiltonian 
for the F center. His ideas will then be extended, and the Hamiltonian 
written for the F' center. In general for an F center in an ionic crystal 
the one-electron Hamiltonian is 
K ^  - i f + r (Î) (11.) 
Here the first.term is the kinetic energy. The second term is the perfect 
crystal potential, where r and are the radius vectors from the center 
of the vacancy to the F electron and to the neighboring ions respectively. 
V (^r-R ) is the potential at r due to the nth ion centered at § . The perf n n 
"orime indicates that the value V »(r) is to be excluded from the sum. perf 
The third term includes all polarization effects. For the semi continuum 
model ve must now consider how to write this expression for the regions 
r > H and r < H, where R is the well radius. Inside the well Eq_uation 14 
is approximated by 
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H = - for r < R (15) 
where is the well depth as discussed in the section on polarization 
effects. Outside the well Equation lU may he written as 
H = - i + Vl'"' 
where has been added and subtracted. By making the effective 
mass approximation, the first two terms may be written as 
 ^ . 
* 
2m 
Also, the last two terms may be approximated by using an effective 
dielectric constant and written as 
where was discussed in the section on polarization effects. There­
fore, outside the well the Hamiltonian is 
H = - —^  — where r > E . (l6) 
2m eff^  
From the above results an analogous Hamiltonian was written for the F' 
center. Since there are two electrons in two regions of space, there 
will be four cases. These are: 
26 
(IT) 
» = - I - I i < H. r, < B 
1^2 
+ , r, < «. r, . B 
" ° " 2^  '' " 2m" " =^ 'eff=^ 2 " K\^  '  ^' 
Here H is the potential well radius, is the effective dielectric 
* 
constant outside the well, K is the dielectric constant for the Coulomhic 
correlation potential between the two electrons, and is the square 
well potential each electron sees. K' was discussed in the section on 
* 
polarization effects, and K and V will he discussed in more detail when 
o 
the expectation values of these terms are computed. 
Variational Calculations 
F center calculation 
For the F center Equation 9 was written as 
R IT 2ir _ 2 
= - — J dr / d6 / d(j) r sine V xli^  
o o o 
R TT 2ir 
+ / dr / d9 / d$ r^  sin8|^ |^ 
o o o 
TT 2ir 
/ dr / d6 / d({) r sin6 V 
* 
2m R o o 
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T ™ m 2% 
- -—— / dr f dd f cL(})r sin0|)|;.| (l8) 
eff R o o  ^
where Equations 15 and l6 have been used for the F center K ijurni It on i ari. 
Here the subscript i refers.to either the Is or 2p state. The veil 
parameters used in Equation l8 are shown in the last column of Table k. 
Using Equations 10 and 11 for the F center wave functions yielded 
2 4 
Els ~ 28^ ^^  ~ ~  ^+ 3a + 6a +6)e '^ ] 
m 
9 Q  ^ —a 
+ {l-[lU(l+a) + 7a + 2a^  + -y] 
- [4-^ - 9-' 9a] 5 8^^ 
eff 
2 h -b 
 ^{1-(1 - ^ )[- |- + 2b^  + 6b^  + 12(b+l)] 
8E m 
) —D 
+ {l-[2it(b+l) + 12b^  + Ub^  + b ] 
- ^ — [b^  + 3b^  + 6(b+l)] %-
eff 
where a=2aR and b=2SR. These results are the same as those obtained by 
Fowler (17). 
F' center calculation 
The F' center calculation was similar to, but much more complex than, 
the F center calculation. The expectation value of the Hamiltonian was 
calculated in four steps by considering the following terms one at a time: 
l) the square well potential, 2) the Coulomb shoulder potential, 3) the 
Coulomb correlation potential, and 4) the kinetic energy. Each of these 
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terms could "be done in closed form in a straightforward but tedious fashion. 
The greatest difficulty was produced by the appearance of factors like r_, ^  
and l/r^ 2 the various integrals. However, these could be handled by 
expanding them in terms of Legendre polynomials. Therefore, before-
describing the details of the problem, the formulas required to perform 
the integrations will be given. 
To do the required, integrals a coordinate system is needed in which 
the surfaces r^ =R and r^ =R can be described in a natural way. We choose 
as our three coordinates r^ , r^ , and where 8^  ^is the angle between 
r^  and r^ . The differential element, dx^ , for these coordinates is derived 
by Morse and Feshbach (33) and is 
dx^  = 8ir^  sin 0^  ^*^ 1^2 ^ 1 ^ 1 ^2 ^ 2 (^ 9) 
where 
0 < r ^ < < »  ,  0  <  r ^  <  ™  a n d  0  <  G _ ,  ^  <  i r  .  
— 1 — 2 — 12 — 
This formula is derived by starting with, the product of the usual spherical 
polar coordinates and then referring the direction of r^  to r^  and 
2 integrating over all angles except 6^  ^to get the factor Sir . These 
coordinates are shown in Figure U. 
The normalization factor (K) given by Equation 13 can be more easily 
worked out using the Hylleraas coordinates s, t, and u, since here we 
integrate over all space. Morse and Feshbach continue from the inter­
mediate result given by Equation 19 and give as a final result 
dx^  = TT^  u (s^  - t^ ) du ds dt (20) 
where 
-  u  <  t  <  u  ,  0 < u < s < « >  
29 
g 
Figure 4. Coordinate system used for integration 
30 
The expressions for 1/r^ ,^ the Legendre polynomials, and the necessary 
orthogonality relations are given by Jackson (23). These are 
 ^  ^ Z (—)^  P (cos (21) 
wnere 
ana 
1^2 '•> n=o "•> 
P (cos G^ g) = 1 P^ (cos 6^ )^ = cos 0^ 2 (22) 
/ p^ ,(cos p^ (coB si" «12 = ^  6^ ,^  . ( 2 3 )  
O 
Here r^  is the larger of r^  and r^ , and r^  is the smaller of r^  and r^ . 
Only the values n=0,l entered into the calculation. Williamson (58) gives 
the following expansion for r^  ^
^12 ^  ^ '•^2n+3^^r~'^ ~ ^ 2n-l^®12^^r~^ 
n=o > > 
This relation, as shown in Appendix A, can be obtained by assuming it to 
be of the form 
00 
''12 ' • n=o > 
differentiating this form with respect to cos 8^ ,^ and making a term-by-
2 
term comparison with Equation 21. For terms containing factors like r^  ^
the law of cosines, 
1^2 = 2^ ~ ^  ^ 1^ 2 ®12 (25) 
is used. 
With the aid of these formulas Equation 9 can be written for the F' 
center. First the normalization constant given by Equation 13 will be 
calculated and then the terms in Equation 17 vill be treated one at 
time, starting with the square well portion of the potential. 
Normalization constant We follow Bethe and Salpeter (J|) and 
write N from Equation 13 using Equations 12 and 20 to get 
K = / ds / du / dt u(s^ -t^ )e '^ (^l + gu + yt^ )^  . 
o o -u 
The integrand is an even function of t, so we can write 
N = 2tt^ J ds J du j dt u(s^ -t^ )e '^ (^l + gu + Yt^ )^  . 
Integration yields 
2 2 
K = 2'iT^ (^  ^+ 768 + U608 • + 384 —n" + 280 Ar + 2h6k •^ ) 
o o lU of y 
a a a a a a 
Square well potential Using Table 4 and Equations 19 and 17 
Equation 9 is written as 
sell = <^ 1 / ^ 2 / "î ^ 2 """ ®a2 
0 0 0  
R IT 
+ f dr^  f dTg / d8^  sin 8^  
o R o 
= R TT p o 
+ / dr^  / dr^  / d0^ 2 2^ ®12 'f'^  ^ 2^ o^pt ^ 
Boo ^ 
00 00 tr 
+ / dr f dr / d6 r r sin 0 i|;(0+0)\i;] 
R R o 
where 
ana 
32 
%t - - H & ' 
o 
The F' center wave function, ij;(r^  jr^ , 0^ )^ s in this equation and in ôhe 
ones to follow is given by Equation 12. Combining terms yields 
s^c veil = 8n2[2V^  ; dr^  / dr^  } dG^  ^ r^  sin 
o o o 
+ / drg / de rl sin , 
o R o 
since ^ r^^ sr^ g^ )^ as given by Equation 12 is symmetric in r^  and r^ . It 
should be pointed_ out that in this integral and in the ones to follow that 
the operators are functions of only r^ , r^ , and 8^ .^ That is, none of the 
variables previously integrated over appear in any terms of the Hamiltonian. 
The first integral was not directly calculated, but the integral 
R tt p 
/ dr^  / dTg / d9^ 2 2^ (^ T) 
0 0 0  
was done instead. The second integral was then done and subtracted from 
Equation 27 to yield the first integral. Equation 27 proved useful in 
calculating the kinetic energy term and in describing polarization effects. 
These integrals were done in the following manner. For each term in the 
integrals the integration on 0^  ^ done first with the help of Equations 
22, 23, and 2h. The remaining integrals were then of the form (5, #305) 
J e dx = - [(ax)^  + n(ax)^  ^  + n(n-l)(ax)^  ^  + » » «+ n! ] (28) 
a 
where n is a positive integer. The results of this integration appear, 
highly disguised however, in the FORTRAN program listed in Appendix B. 
Coulomb potential Using Equations 19 and 17 again, we write 
Où 
Eouation 9 for this term as 
CO OÛ 7|-
Vfoul = / 4?! ; dG^g sin 6^2 ^ 
o o o 
which becomes 
2 0 (r.<hy^ 
\oul = - #t: ^ '^ ''2 / '^ 1 / ®12 ^ 1 
e±i o K o 
since again i^ (r^ ,rg,6^ )^ is symmetric in r^  and r^ . This integral was 
done in the same manner as that of Equation 27- The result of this 
integration also appears in the FORTRAN program of Appendix B. 
Correlation potential Writing from Equations 19, 175 and 9 yields 
00 CO 7]-
c^orr " / <^ 2 J" 1^ / sin 8 rf r| ijj -^ p 
• o o  ^o E r 
where K =1 or k^ , depending on the region of integration. Inside the well 
* * 
K =1, and outside the well K =k^  since only the electronic polarization 
can follow the instantaneous motion of the two electrons. This integral 
is considered to be the mutual electrostatic potential between two over-
lapping charge distributions. The correct K for each region of integra­
tion is found by considering two cases: l) the potential of electron 2 
due to that portion of electron 1 which is in the potential well, and 2) 
the potential of electron 2 due to that portion of electron 1 which is 
outside the potential well. Using Gauss' law the above integral becomes 
2 CO R r 2 2 
Yeorr = ^  / '^ 2 / '^ 1 / "^ «12 «12 ^  1*1^  <30) 
o R G o 12 
34 
2 R R TT 
+ Sir ; dTg ; (31) 
2 2 
q_2 oo oo ir • r r 
+ -p- f dr j" dr / de sin 0^  ^  — U' 
R  ^o  ^o R 
2 R 
12 r 12 
2 2 
+ ^  / dr / dr / d0 sin 0  ^  ^1^ 1^  
o o R o 1^2 
(32) 
(33) 
where Equations 30 and 31 come from case 1 and Equations 32 and 33 from 
case 2. Only the integral in Equation 31 needs to be done since the 
integrals in Equations 30, 32, and 33 can he obtained by subtracting the 
integral in Equation 31 from the integral over all space which is readily 
obtained using Hylleraas coordinates. This integral is 
2ir^ J ds / du / dt(s^-t^)e ^^(l + gu + yt^)^ (34) 
Again these terms appear in Appendix B. 
•Kinetic energy JFor this term the variational equation yields 
T = 8ir^  / drg / dr^  / d8^ g sin 8^  ^r^  r^  ip 
- & 
 ^(r, > R) i=l 
2m X X 
^ (35) 
This integral was done by using Green's theorem to convert the ^  
operators to |^  operators. The standard 3-dimensional Green's theorem 
xs 
/ ijj v9 4' dv. - f ip V. tp'h da. - f I V.ij, I  ^dv. X X J  r  ^  T  ] _  J l 3 _ r i  (36) 
V. 
X 
s. 
X i^ 
where s^  is the surface enclosing volume v^ , and n is the outward normal 
vecoor froiu volume v^  . Here it is required, that i|;. It:; f i ri:L 'Jor i v.-;.!-.;, v;, 
and its second derivative be continuous. For this problem, we performed 
a second volume integration over Equation 36 to get 
f f If) V'7 iij àv. dv. = / f ijj il;-n da. dv. - / / I^. I dv. dv. (iY) 
V.  V .  ^  4 .  i .  J  V .  4 .  ^  1  j  .  
J 1 J 1 J 1 
where i,j = 1,2;i ^  j. The required differential elements can be written 
from Equation 19. as 
6 2  ' 2 2  dv. dv. = dx = Sir sin 0.. d6. . r. dr. r. dr. 
1 J ij ij X i J 0 
(38) 
and da. dv. = dx^  = 8it^  sin 0. . d6. . r^  dr. 
1 J ij ij J J 
where R is the well radius, and i and j are the same as in Equation 37 -
Using Equations 37 and 38, Equation 35 becomes 
T = Uir [/ dz-g / dr^  / sin 0^  ^
0 0 0  
IT 2 2 
- / dr / de R r sin 0 ip V.^ -r | 
o o  ^ r^ =R 
R  2  2 - 5 - 2  
+ / dr^  J dr^  / d.8^ 2 ®12 ^ 1 ^ 2'V'^ l 
0 0 0  
J2 2 .  ^
- / dr / d0 sin 6 R r ,1, Vp^ -r | 
o o  ^ r2=R 
n " " TT 2 2+ 2 
— / dTg / dr^  / d8^ 2 sin 0^  ^^ 1 ^2 ' ' 
mo R 0 
1 2 2+  ^
- ~ / sin 0 p R r  ^9 )| 
m o o  r ^ = R  
36 
CO CO 7T 
+ / <^ 2 / / do. sin 0 r^ jv^ ipj^  
m R o o "••"  ^
CO ][ 
- / <3.8 sin e 'R^ \p  ^ip-C-r )[ ] (39) 
mo o rg=R 
where r^  and r^  are radial unit vectors outward from the origin. The 
quantities 
, -y 12 i~^i2 ^ -y ^ 
i , IVgif'l , and ip Vg . 
are worked out in detail in Appendix C. It should be noted that these 
expressions are also functions of only 8^ ,^ r^ , and r^ , hence it is still 
valid to use the differential elements given in Equation 38. We also note 
that 
I ^  I 2 I 2 
I  ^I I r^  J rg 
ana. 
y i|/-r^ Î 'i' ^2 ^'^2 ^1 Î ^2 
Because of these symmetries in the operators. Equation 39 can be simplified 
to 
R TT 
T = drg / dr^  / dG^  ^sin 0^  ^r^  ^ 2^ I + I 
1  "  "  T T  2 2 - ^ 2 - ^ 2  
+ nr / ^2 / "^1 I ^012 8 r r ( | v.i|;| + IVp^l ) 
m R  o - ^ o  
+ (!-&) f dTg / dr^  / d0^ 2 sin 8^  ^r^  - | 
m R o o 
-I " IT p p  ^
- 2(1 -—) / dr^  / d0^ 2 sin 0^  ^R r^  ij, V'-r^ l J • (^ 0) 
mo o r^ =R 
'This equation was evaluated "by calculating directly the first intor-:ral and 
subtracting this expression from the integral over all space to obtain 
the second integral. The third and fourth integrals also were calculated 
directly. The operator 
I 12 1 12 1 I +1 Vgif» I 
can be readily found in Hylleraas coordinates (33), and when integrated 
over all space yields 
^ T68 4 - 32 4 - \ 4 - 32 . 
oiT a a a a a 
where N is the normalization constant given by Equation 26. This term also 
appears in the FORTRAN program, of Appendix B. 
The above results can be summarized by writing the total energy as a 
function of the variational parameters a, B, and y as below 
V -,-,+V -,+V +T 
E( = ,6,y) = -5a_!iSll pi ESS . 
The minimization of E was then done using a computer program. 
Absorption Coefficient Calculation 
In this section the formula for .the cross section for optical absorp­
tion by an atomic system will be developed. The optical absorption for 
the F' center will be found where the initial state is described by Equa­
tion 12, and where the final state consists of one bound and one free 
electron. In this section cgs units will be used. 
Time dependent perturbation theory and absorption cross section 
We consider a group of identical atomic systems (F' centers) which 
38 
are being disturbed by the harmonic perturbation 
E(r^ ,t) e cos(k'r^  - wt) , (4l) 
where e is a unit vector in the direction of the polarization. For the 
present this derivation will be confined to the case of a group of atomic 
systems in a vacuum. At the end corrections will be made for a dielectric 
medium. The derivation here is based on the ."golden rule //2" for a harmonic 
perturbation as given by Powell and Crasemann (U3). The probability per 
unit time for a transition between the initial state I and the final state 
F of a system is given by 
"fI " 
evaluated at 
= -hu) + E 
J? X 
•where 
v"" (1;3) 
is the matrix element between the final and initial state, and p(S ) is 
the density of final states. To find the operator v"'' in Equation 43, 
the Hamiltonian for two particles in interaction with an electromagnetic 
field is examined. The Hamiltonian. is 
1=1 1 
where and are the vector and scalar potentials describing the inci­
dent radiation. The potentials for the perturbation given by Eq^ uation Ul 
are 
39 
A(r.,-û) = e — 3in(k*r. - wt ) ('•;>; 1 IV 1 
.110. 
9(1% ,t) = 0 
wnere 
' + - o 3t • 
Multiplying out Equation hk and keeping only first order terns in A yield: 
I or tne •oerfurDation 
1=1 
s?.', î(îi.»)-5i 
1-1 
since 
X'e = 0 
Now the total perturbation can be written as 
,+ -iwt , iwt H'(t) = V e + Ye 
-f 
where V is the operator corresponding to absorption of a photon, and V 
-j-
is the operator corresponding to emission of a photon. Evaluating V 
yields 
1=1 
For wavelengths on the order of visible light the dipole approximation, 
ik*r. „ ^  
e  1 - 1  ,  •  
can be made eind 
Uo 
& ""o  ^ • 1=1 
The matrix element is 
4 = ii'^ o 'i *!> •• 
1=1 
For uhis problem the density of final states is that for a free electron. 
If the free electron or plane wave wave function is normalized to one 
3 particle in a cubical box of volume L it is written as 
, _ 1 ik -r 
where k^  is the electron wave vector. The density of final states is then 
mk 3 
p(E) = —f _ do (47) 
iï (2nO 
where p(E)dE is the number of electrons with energy between E and E + dS 
traveling out in solid angle dO. Spin has been neglected in both iji. 
e 
and p(E). 
The differential cross section, a(0),'is defined as 
— fr Probability per unit time for transition from i to-f •( ) 
2\ with outgoing electron emitted into dQ at an^ le 9 
a(o)aOlcm ) = °° 2 
Incident photon flux (#/cm sec) 
(48) 
where 6 is measured with respect to k. To calculate the photon flux the 
average value of the Poynting vector is found: 
<^ > = <g X S> 
wnere 
B = V x A  =  k x E  
•ill 
Using Equation 4l yields 
<S> = f-i| -ir o 
vhere we have multiplied by two to'account for two independent polariza­
tions. The incident photon flux becomes 
2 
Incident: photon flux (///cm sec) = 
2 Incident energy/unit area unit time (ergs/cm sec) 
Energy/photon (ergs///) 
c o 
4îr iio) 
Substituting into Equation 48 yields 
a( e )  an  =  ç- '^ FI incident photon flux 
2 . 2 
e"(ij; , Z V k dQ 
knmcZk ' 'F' iZl 'I'' = 
Since is a bound state we may integrate by parts to get 
2 2 
o( 8 )  dO =  ^  | e.(,j, , Z k dfi . (4$) 
i+Trmc k i=l  ^ " 
To get the total cross section, the two independent polarization 
directions must be summed over, and k^  must be integrated over dS2. The 
two independent polarizations can be represented by the unit vectors e^  
and e^  where e^ , e^ , and k form an orthogonal triplet. Let 
2 
D = U , E V, il'J (50) 
I i=l  ^ F 
and write 
polarizations 
lê-D|^  = lê^ -D|^  + lê^ -Dl^  = |D|^  - |k.D|^  
11" the bound, part of the final state is an s state, D will "point" 
the direction of k since the bound initial and final states will, be 
e 
-y -y 
syiiiiuetrical about . Therefore, the angle between k and D is also the 
scattering angle, and we may integrate over 3. Integration yields 
^ ' T / (l-COS^ G)dA = ^  |D|^  . 
 ^ polarizaxxons 
Finally Equation ^ 9 becomes 
Wum = \ «f't' l3 (5i) 
3mc k 1=1 
where a indicates that this equation has been derived for absorbing 
vacuum  ^ ° 
centers in a vacuum. 
Final state wave function and evaluation of matrix element 
The final state of the F' center after absorption of a photon consists, 
as said before, of one bound and one free electron. Since operates only 
on the space coordinates of the final state wave function, the spins must 
remain unchanged. Thus the final state wave function is also symmetric 
in its space coordinates and is written as 
 ^ • (52) 
s|2L^  
f \ For our calculation we chose ip (.r ,r„; to be i! J_  ^
V'p  ^  ^^ [<f'TL3(?3_)e^ e^^ 2 + ^ ^^ (r2)e^ e^^ l] 
4 - ^  2L-
where (t)^ (^r) is the F center wave function as given by Fowler, and the 
free electron is assumed to move out along the z axis. Using Equation 
12 for the initial state. Equation 50 for the momentum dipole matrix 
k r r " 2 D = —— f ; e  ^  ^ - [1 + I3r.„ + y(r -r )^ ] x 
J2L^  "1 ^ 2 
y. 3 r . /->- \ ik z„ . ,-y \ ik 2 [4>-|s^^l)® e 2 + <3.v^ dv^  (53) 
vhere the, i and j components vanish because of axial symraetry about . 
This integral may be done in a straightforward but tedious manner if the 
usual expansion of the plane wave is done (58). The required expansion 
is 
= I (2n+l) i P (cos6) , ~ J l(kr) 
n=o  ^  ^2kr n4^  
where J 1(kr) are the Bessel functions of half integer order. The re-
n 2 
quired , 1 (kr) are tabulated by Jackson (23) • The other formulas needed 
to do this integration have been previously given in the section on the 
variational calculation. For this integral dv^  and dv^  must be integrated 
over explicitly, and the P^ ( cos 8^ )^ which appears due to the r^  ^factor 
in the initial state wave function must be written using the addition 
formula for the spherical harmonics. The required form is (23) 
P (cos 0 ) = P (cos 6 ) P (cos 6 ) 
\ UiSj!" Sg) oos[m(4,^ -^ 2)] 
m=l 
where P^ (cos 9) are the associated Legendre functions. Since 
Z 1  
''1 (^ l'^ 2^  " ^jCr^ .r^ ) 
the integral, can be done by multiplying it by two and using only half of 
the symmetrical wave function given by Equation 52. Here the selection 
rule for dipole transitions, AS, =2.1, says that the outr.Giri/.^ piano wave-
will have only a p-wave component. That is, in the expansion for the 
plane vave only the n = 1 term will come into the calculation. 
Connection between cross section and measurable quantities 
Experimentally the optical density of a sample is measured. The 
relation between a and the optical density is found as follows. Let the 
sample have an area A, a thickness dx, and contain ST absorbing centers 
per unit volume. Let the incident beam intensity falling perpendicularly 
on A be I. We now make the fundamental assumption that for a thin sample 
of thickness dx the fractional change in I, -dl/I, is equal to the ratio 
of the effective area of the absorbing centers to the total area A. That 
is, 
 ^ " Y K . (5M 
If we assume that the photons do not change energy as they move through 
the sample, a will be independent of x, and Equation $4 may be integrated 
to get 
I . I e-% 0 % 
o 
where is the intensity of the incident beam, and x is the total thick­
ness of the sample. The absorption coefficient is defined as 
a = m a . 
The optical density is defined as 
Optical density = - log^  ^~ = ^ 2^ 303 * (55) 
o 
Equation 55 was the fundamental equation for comparing our calculated and 
experimental values for the F' absorption. 
To rind the dependence of a on wavelength ve conc:idor coa::';rvat J on o:" 
energy and write 
•r. ck = W + • • (vC) 
where W is the electron affinity of the F center, and k and k^  are the 
;r.agni"Cudes of the incident photon and emitted electron wave vectors 
respectively. To evaluate a easily it is best to write it as a function 
of k^  only, since |D|^  is a function of k^  only. If Equation $6 is solved 
for k and substituted into Equation 51 for the cross section leaving 
a in cgs units, but writing everything else in atomic units, the 
vacuum ° 
result is 
where k^  and W are in atomic units, and |D|^  is to be evaluated in atomic 
units. This formula agrees with that given by Chandrasekhar (6). The 
relation between k^  and the energy of the photon, E, needed to produce it 
can be obtained from Equation $6 and is 
E = 13.6(k^  + 2W) eV (58) 
where E is in eV and k and ¥ are in atomic units . 
e 
As stated previously, the absorption cross section (a ) must be 
vacuum 
corrected for a dielectric medium. Two corrections must be distinguished. 
The first is the local field correction which gives the local electric 
field the center sees in terms of the electric field in the dielectric. 
Dexter (12) discusses this correction and states the following result 
for localized centers in crystals of cubic symmetry 
U6 
C 2 
off n +2 
E 
o 
This is the Lorentz-Lorenz local field ratio and takes into account dipolo-
dipole interactions "between the medium and the defect. It is nicely 
described by Panofsky and Phillips (37)- The second correction involves 
renormaliaation of the incident photon flux. For a dielectric medium 
the average value of the Poynting vector for two polarizations is (23) 
<s> = n 
where n is the index of refraction of the dielectric, and 
2 . n = k . 
o 
Combining these corrections yields 
 ^(n^ +2)^  , . 
d^ielectric gn '^ vacuum 
A FORTRAÎJ program, was used to evaluate Equation 57 and plot the 
corrected aosorption constant versus energy for IN normalized to 10^  ^E ' 
3 
centers per cm. . Using Equation 55 our data were renormalized to ^  = 10 
3 E' centers per cm and plotted on the absorption versus energy computer 
plots. These plots appear in Figures 6 through 13. 
Selection of Physical Parameters 
The various physical parameters selected for the model are discussed 
below. Fowler (17) discusses previous data regarding band effective 
* -
siêLâSés for the alkali hâlides and concludes that m a ,Sm iâ a reasonable 
e 
choice for NaCl. Here m is the free electron mass. More recent data due 
e 
to Mikkor et al. (32), obtained by a cyclotron resonance technique, list 
hi 
X- _ X-  ^
a value of m - for KBr. In our calculation ve chose :l = O.on 
e e 
for all the salts calculated. For comparison purposes we also used 
* 
m = in . 
e 
The well radius was chosen to be $0% of the nearest neighbor distance 
mainly because it; seemed reasonable. Fowler (IT) discusses the nearest 
neighbor ion movement for the case of the F center in NaCl. He concludes 
that 10;o outward motion of the nearest neighbors between the ground and 
relaxed excited state configuration of the center is reasonable. From our 
calculation about $0-60% of the electron distribution is inside the vacancy 
such that the effective positive charge of the vacancy is more than 
compensated for. Also, since the negative ion is missing the repulsive 
potential on the nearest neighbors is missing. Hence it is felt that a 
10% inward movement of the nearest neighbors is not unrealistic. It 
should be said that the full value of the nearest neighbor distance was 
still used to calculate the Madelung potential, however. 
The values of X j  the electron affinity, were taken from Eby e^  al. 
(15) and Mott and Gurney (3^ ). They are shoTO in Table 6. It should be 
noted that the values quoted by Eby al. are obtained from photoelectric 
data taken at 300°% and optical absorption data taken at 80°K. Because 
of this, 0.2 eV was added to each of Eby et al. values as a rough 
correction. This was done, since the optical absorption edge correspond­
ing to interband transitions shifts by about 0.2 eV between 80 and 300°K. 
These values appear in Table 6. 
The values for the optical dielectric constant, k^ ; the static ' 
dielectric constamt, k; and the nearest neighbor distance, a; were taken 
1+8 
Table 6. Values of the electron affinity 
Salt x(eV) Source 
LiF 0.1 -a 
UaF 0.1 -a 
NaCl 0.1 -b 
KCl 0.4 -b 
KBr 0.5 -b 
KI 1.3 -b 
RbCl 0.1+ -c 
Bhl l.k -b 
CsBr 0.1 -d 
Csl 0.3 -b 
o^ne-estimated value only 
E^by, Teegarden, and Button (15) 
M^ott and Gurney (3l+) 
"Extrapolated from Eby e;^  a2. with the use of Taft and Philipp (55 ) • 
from the review by Schulman and Compton (48). The values of n required 
for Equation 59 and Smakula's equation were obtained from the "state-of-
the-art" report on optical .materials for infrared instrumentation (.3) . 
Computer Calculations 
A single program was used to find the minimum in the variational 
energy for the F and F' center problems. These values were then used to 
calculate the F' binding energy using the following relation 
b^inding ^  ^F " ^F' 
The program was written to solve the variational problem using two methods 
as discussed below. The first was an a priori calculation of 
To do this the charge-distribution-dependent well parameters as listed 
in Table k were determined in a self consistent fashion. The well 
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pa.raine1:ers of Table 4 are all easy to solve for in a self consistent 
fashion, except for which is the distance-dependent effective 
dielectric constant. From the knowledge of- the electron distribution 
function, as shown in Figure 15, it was known that outside the well the 
electrons spent most of their time at the well edge. In Figure 15 the 
well radii are given by the tick marks on the curves. Since it seems 
imvorzaiiz that the majority of the electron distribution outside the well 
sees the correct we let be a constant and evaluated it at 
r = B, the well radius. With these simplifying assumptions the self 
consistent variational problem could be readily solved. Therefore, for 
both W. and K' the following 'integral was needed 
xon eif 
" / dr . (60) 
R r 
This integral was readily evaluated by integrating over the result of the 
integration given in Equation 27 to get 
/'Eifiar . (61) 
S r 
Equation 6o was then obtained from Equation 6l by using the relation 
p(r) + q(r) = 1. Initially the parameters were set as below 
¥ .  = 0  
ion 
The variational energy was then minimized for this well, and and 
W. solved for using the calculated wave function. These values were ion 
then used for the second iteration, and new K' „ and ¥. were again 
eif ion 
calculated, suad so forth. Self consistency could be readily obtained; 
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and, after five iterations, the greatest error in in any particular 
salt vas less than 0.25%. The errors in the  ^were even loss than 
this value. 
The second part of the variational program adjusted the value of the 
integral in Equation 60 to force agreement between the experimental and 
calculated values of the F' "binding energies. This part of the program 
was used to calculate the wave function parameters which were used in 
calculating the absorption coefficients for the various salts. 
Finally, a program was written to calculate the one-electron radial 
distribution function. Using Equation 19 the one-electron radial districu-
2 2 
tion function | çlr) | k-nr was written as 
iç(r)|^  kirr^  = ^  dp sin 0 d0 |V'(r,p) 
o o 
where i^ (r,p) and ST were written from Equations 12 and 13 respectively. 
The following computer calculations were then done. The a priori or 
seXf-consistent caJlculation was done using m = m^  and O.om^ . The results 
of this calculation appear in Figure l4 and Table 8. The calculation to 
* 
force a fit to the F' binding energies was done using m = m^  only, except 
for KI where m ' — 0.6m and 0.45m were also used. The results of this 
e e 
calculation for m = m are shown in Table J. The wave functions obtained 
e 
from this calculation were then used in the calculation of the absorption 
constants and the radial distribution functions. 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
In this section the apparatus and techniques used for nroducin;^ and 
noar>ui'iii^ the F' band spectra vill be discussed. 
Spectrophotometer 
All spectral data were taken on a Gary model l4R recording spectro­
photometer, which yielded optical density plots linear in wavelength. 
The machine was used in its standard configuration, except' in the spectral 
region "between O.J and 2.5u. In its usual operating mode the source and 
detector are placed such that undispersed white light falls on the sample. 
Since the F' "band that was "being measured would be radically changed, if 
not completely destroyed, by the optical bleaching effect of the source 
light, the spectrophotometer was modified such that only dispersed radia­
tion fell on the sample. This was done by operating the machine in the 
same mode as used from .6 to l.Tu and replacing the standard PbS detector 
by a PbS detector without the infrared filter in front of it. Normally 
the warm parts of the spectrophotometer, in particular the chopper, emit 
black body radiation which, if undispersed, will produce errors in absorp­
tion measurements. Because of this the PbS detector is normally equipped 
with a long wavelength cut filter which will not pass radiation longer in 
wavelength than l.Tu- However, if the optical densities to be measured 
are small, as ours were, then the chopper radiation is small compared to 
the radiation transmitted by the sample, and little error is introduced 
if the filter is left off the detector. This then allows the spectro­
photometer to be used from l.T to 2.5y with dispersed radiation falling 
on the sample. To make this modification a PbS detector without the 
infrared Ci Iter vas purchased from the manufacturer. In meauurln^  ;j.n 
optical density of 1.2 using the detector without a filter an error of 
3^  vas introduced. For our measurements the optical densities were in 
•Che i-ange of 0 - 0-5, and this error would be 0.3% or less. In order to 
reduce mismatch between the spectra as measured with different detectors, 
"Che slit heights were set to their minimum value. 
Optical Cryostat 
An optical cryostat of standard design,as shown in Figure $, was 
built for making measurements at liquid nitrogen temperature and above. 
The cryostat was equipped with a heater and could hold the sample, to 
wiûhin a few degrees, at any temperature between liquid nitrogen tempera­
ture and ice temperature. Design ideas for the heater were taken from 
the book by A. C. Rose-Innes (^ 5)- The sample was supported in a copper 
holder which was attached to the liquid nitrogen bath by way of a brass 
rod. The lower end of the brass rod was wound with a manganin wire 
heater coil which was held in place with G.E. 7031 varnish. The tempera­
ture of the copper sample holder was measured with a copper-constantan 
thermocouple. The cryostat windows were chosen to transmit from 0.2 to 
2.6^. 
Sample Preparation 
All alkali halides used were purchased from' commercial suppliers. 
Crystals manufactured by the Harshaw Chemical Company, Optovac Inc., and 
the Karl Korth Laboratory were used. All samples prepared, except for ITaF, 
were additively colored using the method of van Doom (l^ ). A'aF was 
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Figure 5- Optical cryostat 
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colored by x raying. After coloring, the saraples were clc.wed (KaCl 
structure samples) or sawed and polished (CsCl structure samples) xo 
proper size, then quenched from their coloring temperatures in the dark, 
and loaded into the cryoàtat under a safe light. All samples that were 
additively colored were colored with potassium, except for NaCl, which was 
colored wiûh sodium. 
Producing and Measuring the F' Spectra 
The absorption spectra of the prepared samples were first measured 
at licuid nitrogen temperature to determine an absorption baseline and to 
measure the F band absorption. The samples were then optically bleached 
with F band light at a variety of temperatures to find the temperature 
at which maximum F to F' conversion occurred. All spectra were measured 
at liquid nitrogen temperature, therefore the sample was allowed to cool 
to this temperature after optical bleaching. During cooling it was very 
important that the sample be kept in the dark to keep the F' centers from 
optically bleaching, since the F and F' absorptions overlapped. Optical 
bleaching was done in the Gary spectrophotometer using a high intensity 
quartz iodine light source supplied by the manufacturer. During bleaching 
the high intensity source was set for its maximum output, and the slits 
and slit heights were open to their maximum positions. With the slits 
wide open (3mm), the typical band pass of the monochromator was on the 
order of 20% of the F band half-width. The samples were optically 
bleached between 30 and 5^ minutes. When the temperature for maximum P 
to F ' conversion had been found, detailed measurements were made to 
determine the shape of the F' absorption. 
The above method, for finding the temperature for ri.uM ]•' t,o 
conversion wlis applied to all the salts except KBr, KCl, and ilaCJ., :"or 
v'nich Piek's values as listed in Table 2 were accepted. In Na'F the F' 
band was foriued directly by x raying. 13y making measurement;: before and 
after bleaching it was possible to determine the F' band spectra. In all 
cases care was taken to use a high enough gain on the spectrophotometer 
detectors and a fast enough scanning speed such that the F' band would 
not be optically bleached during the measurement.- Repeated measurements 
on KCl and KaCl reproduced the same band shape and size and indicated 
that no appreciable bleaching had taken place. Wot all the crystals were 
checked for this effect. However, since KCl had to be bleached at the 
highest temperature, it would have had the greatest F' to F quantum yield 
at liquid nitrogen temperature and would have been most easily bleached 
by the measuring light. It was thus concluded that our absorption spectra 
represented true band shapes for the F' center. For a few salts the onset 
of absorption (absorption edge.) occurred at wavelengths where there was 
absorption due to water, which obscured the edge. In these cases the 
spectrophotometer was flushed with dry nitrogen. 
The F' band shapes were obtained by carefully subtracting the spectra 
after bleaching from the spectra before bleaching. To do this the F' band 
in the region of the F band was extrapolated, and a baselime was determined 
for the F band after bleaching. Having this, the ratio of the F band peak 
after bleaching to the F band peak before bleaching was found. Knowing 
this ratio a point-by-point subtraction was done where the size of the F 
band after absorption was determined by multiplying this ratio times the 
F "band before absorption. By subtracting the F band portion from the 
curve obtained after bleaching, the F' band could be obtained. Here a 
self consistent check could be made, since the subtraction should yield a 
smooth F' band in the region of the F band. If the initial baseline 
taken for the F band after bleaching was too high or too low, a new ratio 
was determined and the subtraction done again. In this way a smooth F' 
absorption curve was obtained. 
Here it should be noted that our samples showed absorption due to K 
and L bands also. The K band is on the high energy side of the F band 
and is believed to be due to transitions from the ground state of the F 
center to higher excited states of the F center (51)* The L bands lie to 
higher energies than the K band and have been measured by Duty (29). 
They are believed to be due to transitions from the F center ground state 
to conduction band states (8,9). In subtracting to get the F' band the 
K band was treated the same as the F band. In each case where data were 
available the spectra were carefully checked for L bands ( 16,29) -. In all 
spectra checked, the L bands were found to be very small and were thus 
ignored in the subtraction process. 
The number of F' centers was calculated using the assumption that 
the relation 2 F ^  F' was strictly true. That is, there were no electron 
traps present other than F centers and vacancies. The number of F 
centers before and after bleaching was calculated using Smakula's equation, 
and the number of F' centers created calculated from the following 
relationship 
W = — (N - N ' ) 
F' 2 ^  Fbefore Fafter ^ 
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Np, = the nuunber of F' centers created 
K,.,, , - the nuiTiber of F centers "before optical bleaching; 
Fuelore 
N.^  = the number of F centers after optical bleaching 
Falter 
For the salts not listed in Table 1 the oscillator strengths were all 
Taken to be .80. 
';8 
RESULTS DISCUSSION 
In this section the experimental and calculated absorption curvorj and 
the results of the variational calculation for the F' energies will he 
presented. 
The calculated and experimental absorption curves are shorn in 
Figures 6 through 13. The solid line represents the calculated absorption, 
and xhe circles are the experimental data. As stated before, the 
theoretical absorption curves were calculated using the wave functions 
•X* 
from the variational problem where m = m^ , and where the ionic polariza­
tion was varied to achieve agreement with experiment. The plots were then 
made by setting the F' ionization energy, ¥, in Equation 58 equal to the 
experimental value. Thus the calculated and experimental curves coincide 
at the absorption edge. This is self consistent within the idea that the 
potential well was chosen such that the calculated and experimental F' 
energies would be equal. There is generally good agreement between the 
calculated and experimental absorptions concerning both the maximum value 
and the energy at which the maximum value occurs. It should be pointed . 
out here that this good agreement has only involved fitting the absorption 
edge to the experimental value. The peak height and half-width of the 
band have not been adjusted in any manner. It should be noted that 
Figures 11, 12, and 13 have a different vertical scale than the other 
absorption plots. 
One systematic feature is Q,ulte apparent, and this is the second 
absorption shoulder to the high energy side of the F ' band in each of the 
salts. One mechanism which can be proposed for this absorption is that 
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it corresponds to a final state of the ionized F' center consisting of o. 
free electron and an F center in the first excited (2p) state. The 
excited state energy was calculated for the F center for each salt, and 
the absorption edge energies corresponding to this mechanism are show: by 
the arrows in Figures 6 through 13.. Partial work was done to calculate 
the absorption curve for this mechanism. The matrix element in Equation 
53 was worked out using Fowler's 2p F center wave function rather than 
his Is wave function. Since an averaging over the angles between the p 
state and the outgoing electron was required in this case, only the final 
state consisting of a p state oriented along the z axis (the axis of the 
outgoing electron) was considered. Evaluation of this absorption cross 
section for KBr yielded a band whose half-width and peak value were in 
fair agreement with the observed experimental curve. The agreement is 
good enough to warrant continuation of the calculation. It is also possible 
that this absorption could correspond to leaving the F center in a 2s 
rather th.an a 2p state. Tiere a variational calculation to ob)tain the 2s 
energy for one electron would be difficult, since the final 2s wave func­
tion would have to be orthogonalized to the Is F center wave function. 
The calculated and experimental F' absorption edges are shown in 
Figure lU. The calculated values are the F' binding energies and these 
are identified as being the low energy thresholds for optical absorption 
in each salt. As stated before, these calculated values were found from 
* . 
the a priori or self-Goneistent calculatioR using m - m and 0,6m . The 
— • " g g 
experimental edges were found by a detailed replotting of the raw data on 
an optical density versus energy scale. From these plots the edge energy 
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was found for each salt examined. For each alkali halide several (two 
to six) runs were made and the edge energy determined for each. The 
average of these values for each salt appears in Figure lU. The error 
oars are larger than the actual scatter in the data and represent the 
largest error that could occur in the subjective judgment of the edge in 
each of the several runs for the various salts. The error bars were 
chosen in this way since, even on an expanded energy plot, the edges were 
not extremely well defined. A good improvement on this scheme would be 
to fit a simple analytical curve to the points and take the edge as the 
point where the curve crosses the x axis (5T). Attempts at finding such 
a function for the present case were not successful. The edges for Ebl, 
CsBr, and Csl could only be assigned an upper bound, since the Gary 
spectrophotometer was only reliable down to 0.U85 eV. It is felt, however, 
that the circles are fairly close to the real values for these salts. In 
Figure lU the nearest neighbor distance was chosen simply as a parameter 
which could be used to order the salts for presentation of the energy data. 
The lines between the points are drawn to aid the reader in following the 
general trend of the energies and are not intended to indicate any sort 
of analytical relation between the edge energies and the nearest neighbor 
distance. A smooth dependence is not to be expected since the energies 
are very sensitive to the dielectric constants and electron affinities 
for the various salts, and these parameters at best are simply monotonie 
functions of the nearest neighbor distance. 
The one-electron radial distribution function is plotted in Figure 
* 
15- These distribution functions were all calculated with m = m wave 
e 
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functions. The wave function for LiF vas calculated hy the self-
consistent method and the wave functions for the remaining salts were 
calculated by using the edge fitting routine. 
Table 7 lists the well parameters which yielded the correct experi­
mental F' binding energies. The experimental F' binding energies are 
also shown. Thermal depths for the F' centers in a few salts as measured 
by Scaramelli (U6) are shown in the last column. These thermal depths are 
each about one-half the energy of the corresponding optical edges. This 
is reasonable since the thermal depth corresponds to the binding energy 
of two electrons in an F' center with an ionic polarization corresponding 
to an F center, while" the optical depth corresponds to the binding energy 
of two electrons in an F' center including additional ionic polarization 
corresponding to an F" center. This additional ionic polarization 
produces a self-trapping effect which causes the optical depth to be 
larger than the thermal depth. Scaramelli's thermal depth for KCl as 
measured by photostimulated thermoluminescence can be compared to that of 
Tomura e^  al. (56) who obtained a value of 0.62 eV by measuring the 
temperature dependence of the F' center lifetime. Table 8 lists the well 
parameters which resulted from the self consistent solution of the 
variational problem for the F' binding energies. 
Table 9 lists the temperature at which maximum F to F' conversion 
occurred during optical bleaching of the F b^ d. Also listed are the 
quantum iffiolêncigi ©ptioal TaleacMng of the F banâ and the fraotion 
of the original F band destroyed. The quantum efficiencies were found by 
using Spinolo's (53) data to evaluate (5^ ) 
7 2  
Table 7- Well data for experimental fit of F' binding energy for m = m^  
Salt R(A) V (eV) K _ _ W. (eV)F' binding Thermal 
eff ion (eV) depth (eV)" 
calc. expt. 
NaF 1.85+.1 
WaCl 2.53 -9.62 1.17 -0.80 1.73 1.72+.05 0 .91 
KCl 2.83 -7.62 2.11 —0 - 02 0.904 0.90+.03 0 .537 
KBr 2.97 -6.87 2.63 .0.2U 0.65k 0.65+.03 0 .35 
KI 3.17 -6.05 2.38 -0.22 0.695 0.70+.03 
RbCl 2.9U -7.00 2.50 0.28 0.649 0.64+.03 
Rbl 3.29 -5.58 2M '-0.12 0.553 <0.55 
CsBr 3.3U -6.07 k.gh 0.68 0.527 <0.54 
Csl 3.56 -5.60 5.05 0.5U 0.544 <0.55 
A^fter Scaramelli (^ +6) 
Table 8. Well data for self consistent solution of F' binding energy 
Salt m*(m ) R(A) V (eV) K W. (eV) Calculated 
G ° F' binding 
energy (eV) 
LiF 1.0 1.81 -14.89 1.20 -2.49 2.85 
0.6 
-14.69 1.24 -2.29 • 1.84 
KaF 1.0 2.08 
-12.97 1.12 -2.21 2.72 
0.6 -12.80 1.15 -2.04 1.72 
NaCl 1.0 2.53 -10.07 1.50 -1.25 2.13 
0.6 
-9.97 1.55 -1.15 1.26 
KCl 1.0 2.83 -8.66 1.47 -1.07 1.79 
0.6 
-8.59 1.50 -0.99 1.02 
KBr 1.0 2.97 
-7.99 1.64 -0.88 1.61 
0.6 
-7.92 1.68 -0.81 0.88 
KI 1.0 3.17 -6.44 1.98 -0.61 1.02 
0.6 -6.36 2.05 -0.53 0.432 
RbCl 1.0 2.94 -8.32 1.49 -l.o4 1.77 
0.6 -8.24 1.53 -0.97 1.02 
Rbl 1.0 3.29 -6.07 1.92 -0.62 0.954 
0.6 -6.00 1.98 -0.54 0.402 
CsBr 1.0 3.34 -7.52 1.86 -0.11 1.82 
0.6 
-7.47 1.89 -0.72 1.09 
Csl 1.0 3.56 -6.67 2.16 -0.54 1.50 
0.6 -6.63 2.20 -0.50 0.828 
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Table 9- Optical 'bleaching data 
Salt Bleaching Fraction of Quantum 
temperature (°K) F centers ' efficiency^  
•. destroyed 
KaF X rayed 
NaCl 153 .39 .99 
KCl 183 .76 .99 
KBr 133 .58 .99 
KI 1^ 3 .83 .99 
flbCl 133 .54 .92 
Rbl 103 .25 
CsBr 103 .80 .99 
Csl • 87- .84 , 
A^fter data due to Spinolo (4%) 
o n 
where 
= the probability that an excited F center will be 
thermally ionized 
1/t^  = the frequency factor for thermal ionization 
Tg = the radiative lifetime 
AE = the thermal depth of an excited F center below the 
conduction band 
k - the Boltzman constant 
T = the temperature in °K 
Finally Table 10 lists the thickness, F' center concentration, and the 
manufacturer for the samples used to produce the absorption curves in 
Figures 6 through 13-
yu 
Table 10. Sample data 
Salt Sample thick­
ness (cm) 
Number of g' 
centers/cm 
• xlolG 
Manufac tur er 
NaF .27 Harshaw 
WaCl 0.82 Optovac 
KCl .20 2 . h  Harshaw 
KBr .28 1.4 Harshaw 
KI .32 1.2 Harshaw 
EbCl • 52 0.73 Korth 
Rbl .63 0.22 Korth 
CsBr .23 1.6 Korth 
Csl .20 1.1 Harshaw 
The above general results will now be discussed in more detail. 
STaCl (Figure 6) shows a symmetrical F' band with a very broad high energy 
tail. It is not obvious that a second distinct absorption curve could be 
present in the high energy tail, however, the small shoulder at about 
U eV appeared consistently in the raw data for four different runs. 
Optovac crystals were chosen over Harshaw in this case because the M band 
(optical absorption due to an aggregate of two F centers) could be more 
readily quenched out. This was necessary since the M band was located at 
the F' edge and tended to obscure it. The existence of L bands (l6) in 
the high energy part of the raw absorption curves could not be detected, 
thus they were neglected in the analysis of the data. The agreement 
between the second edge (arrow) and the shoulder at U eV is quite poor. 
The energy of our peak absorption, 2.7 eV, does not agree well with that 
due to Pick (4l) whose value is 2.k eV. 
The three potassium salts (Figures 7» 8, and 9) will be discussed 
together. In each of these crystals the second absorption is yory cxoar. 
It is difficult to compare the calculated and experimental second ed^es 
since the shape of the second absorption is not known. In general, the 
agreement is good enough to indicate that the mechanism given for it is 
a reasonable one. Compared to NaCl the F' bands in the potassium halides 
are not symmetrical. KCl and KBr both show a large shoulder on the high 
energy side of the main peak, and the entire peak in KI is skewed to the 
high energy side. This difference in symmetry between the absorption 
bands for the potassium salts, as compared to that for EaCl, may be due 
to a difference in band structure between the potassium and sodium 
halides. In the free sodium atom all states up to the final 3s are filled, 
whereas in the free potassium atom all states up to the final hs are 
filled, except for the 3d states. These empty states affect the conduction 
band energy levels when the atom is incorporated into a crystal. Band 
structure calculations on KCl (36) and KI (35) indicate that for both 
crystals the s-like states are lowest, and the d-like states are second 
lowest in the conduction band. Presumably there would be no low lying 
d-like conduction band states in ïïaCl. These extra d-like levels could 
readily change the density of final states in the conduction band and 
thus produce the observed asymmetry. 
The band effective mass for KI is on the order of 0.5%^ (l), one of 
the smallest for the alkali halides. To check the dependence of the 
absorption constant gn tfee effective mass, absorption Quyves were 
calculated for KI using m = 0.6m^ and O.U5m^. The results of using an 
effective mass were two-fold. First, the density of final states. 
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•X* 
Equation 47, vas reduced by the factor m /me; and second, the energy ."cale 
«• 
was shifted by including m in Equation $8. The mass appearing in the 
momentum operator matrix element. Equation 46, was not altered. Since 
the well depth for KI was too shallow to permit edge fitting by the usual 
method of varying the polarization, it was made artificially deep by 
changing the electron affinity from 1.3 to 0.5 eV. The usual edge fitting 
routine could then be used, and the required wave functions were determined. 
These wave functions were then used to calculate the required absorption 
* 
curves. These curves, as well as those for m = m^ and the experimental 
data, are shown in Figure l6. The use of the effective mass moves the 
maximum in the correct direction, but only about half of the discrepancy 
is removed. Making the effective mass smaller than 0.45m^ does not seem 
as if it would improve agreement much either. As the effective mass gets 
smaller, the wave function moves outward in the potential well. This 
causes all the wave function parameters to get smaller in absolute value. 
These new parameters, in turn, have a tendency to make the absorption 
curve peak at lower energies. It is this competition between the changing 
wave function parameters and the energy scale shift which produces the 
same energies for the maxima for m = 0.6m^ and 0.45m^. 
It was first thought that the shifted experimental peak in KI could 
be due to centers. centers are F centers in which one of the nearest 
neighbor alkali ions is replaced with an alkali ion foreign to the host 
crystal (25). Because of the [lOO] symmetry of this defect it can be 
detected by optically bleaching it with polarized light and then examining 
it for any anisotropy. In our case the F band was bleached to form the F' 
m= .0  
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Figure l6. F' center absorption in KI calculated for three effective masses 
band using [lOO] polarized light. The F' band was then examined using 
[lOO] and [OlO] polarized light, and no anisotropy was detected. It was 
concluded that the F' band shown in Figure 9 was the true band shape. The 
presence of the L bands (29) could not be detected in any of the salts, 
therefore they were neglected in the analysis of the data. 
As was found in NaCl, the energies of the peak absorptions do not 
agree well with those of Pick (4l). For KCl and KBr the values measured 
here were 1-5 eV and 1.2 eV respectively. These are to be compared with 
Pick's values of 1.T5 eV and 1.35 eV respectively. The high energy edges 
are not clearly shown by Pick and cannot be compared with the present 
work. Smakula et al. (50) formed the F' band in KCl and KBr by irradiat­
ing their samples with 3-niev electrons. The energies of their F' peaks 
are in agreement with those found here. Kingsley (24) shows the F' band 
in KCl. His curve peaks at 1.5 eV like ours, but does not show a second 
absorption shoulder. Crandall and Mikkor (ll) show the F' band in KBr. 
Their curve agrees excellently with ours concerning all the important 
features. However, if their curve is renormalized to 10^^ F' centers per 
3 
cm , its peak value is about five times too small. Averaging over all the 
runs made on KBr yielded the same peak absorption as that shown in Figure 
8 to within a few percent. Konitzer and Hersh (26) show the spectral 
photoconductivity of the F' center in additively colored KI. Their curve 
shows an edge for photoconductivity at about 0.j8 eV. This agrees fairly 
well with our optical edge of 0.70 eV. 
EbCl (Figure 10) is similar to KBr with respect to its lattice 
parameter and dielectric constants. Thus we might expect their F' bands 
19 
to be somewhat similar also. This was found to be the case for the present 
data. The F* bands in RbCl and KBr both have nearly the same optical 
absorption edges and peak absorption values. RbCl also shows, as did the 
potassium salts, a shoulder on the high energy side of the main absorption 
band. Rubidium, in a way similar to potassium, has unoccupied 4d and Uf 
levels which presumably could contribute to conduction band levels in a 
crystalline structure. Again these levels may be responsible for the high 
energy shoulder of the main peak. Smakula ^  (50) also irradiated 
RbCl. The energy for their F' peak is 1.1 eV in agreement with that found 
here. The calculated position of the second absorption edge agrees well 
with the observed absorption. 
The absorption for Rbl (Figure 11) is anomalous in that its peak 
seems to be truncated. Several runs on Rbl all yielded the same "flat 
spot" on the absorption curve. Since all wavelengths in the F' band bleach 
it with equal efficiency it does not appear as if the band could have 
loeen optically bleached during "measurement- Because of "the flat appear­
ance it is difficult to say if a shoulder is present on the high energy 
side of the main peak. Again the calculated second edge agrees well with 
the observed absorption. Attempts were made at x raying both uncolored 
and additively colored Rbl in order to produce a larger F' concentration 
(see Table 10), however, concentrations greater than those produced by 
optical bleaching of additively colored samples could not be achieved. 
Data are presented on the CsCl-structured salts (Figures 12 and 13) 
for the seike of completeness. The F' absorptions for CsBr and Csl are 
somewhat similar in their general features and are both different than the 
previous salts which had the KaCl structure. The sharp shoulder at 1.6 eV 
in CsBr was again thought to be due to centers. The F^ band, like the 
F band, has a temperature dependent half-width, and this fact was used to 
test for the presence of F^ centers in'the sample. The F' centers were 
initially formed and the spectra measured at liquid nitrogen temperature 
using a helium cryostat. The sample was then cooled to liquid helium 
temperature and the spectra measured again. No change was apparent in 
the F' band. This particular run was made using a Harshaw sample. The 
F' spectra for Korth and Harshaw CsBr were identical. Colloids of alkali 
metal can give rise to absorption bands whose half-widths are temperature 
independent (48), however, in CsBr the only products of optical bleaching 
at 133°K were F-aggregate bands and not colloids. Also F-aggregate centers 
were not formed during optical bleaching at T = 103°K, the temperature for 
maximum F to F' conversion. The second absorption starting at about 2 eV 
is much larger in proportion to the F' band than those appearing in the 
KaCl structure salts. 
Generally the same comments apply to Csl as to CsBr. The presence of 
the F^ band was not checked for here, but bleaching at several temperatures 
between 87°K and 133°K produced different size F' bands of constant shape. 
That is, there was no indication of an overlapping absorption due to a 
second center. Again, in a manner similar to the previous two alkali 
metals discussed, cesium has empty Uf, 5d, 5f, and 5g levels which could 
contribute low lying conduction bands to the band structure of the cesium 
salts. 
The calculated F' energies in Figure l4 and Table 8 depend to a large 
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extent on the values of the electron affinities. This is most evident for 
the cesium salts where x - 0 «2 compared to KI and Rhl where % - 1.3. This 
sudden change in the electron affinity produced the sudden change in the 
calculated absorption energy between Rbl and CsBr. A similar, out smaller, 
change occurred between RbCl and KBr. Because the electron affinities 
are not well known, and the calculated energies are sensitive to these 
values, good agreement with experiment cannot be expected. Also, the 
experimental edges are not strictly sharp but are broadened by lattice 
vibrations. This. broadening is on the order of 0.2 eV. The calculated 
edge energies tend to get smaller with increasing lattice parameter, and 
this agrees with the curve for the experimental edges. Also there is 
* -generally better agreement with the curve calculated using m = O.om^. 
This agrees with the previous argument concerning the selection of an 
effective mass for the calculation. La and Bartram's calculation using 
* 
m = m^ yielded values somewhat larger than those obtained in the present 
calculation. Their results are also sh.own in Tigure l4. 
In addition to the salts previously discussed, the experimental edge 
for IfaF is shown. This edge was found in the following manner. Harshaw 
WaF was x rayed at liquid nitrogen temperature for 5 hours to form the F 
and F' bands. At this temperature a fairly pure F' band can be obtained 
(2). The F and F' spectra were then measured and the F' band bleached 
using a tungsten lamp and a long wavelength pass sharp cut filter. The 
ipectra 9f the rgmi,iaing F "band, was then By STilatraeting the 
spectra, the F' edge was determined. Due to absorption bands on the high 
energy side of the F band arising from hole centers and uncertainty in the 
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F' to F conversion ratio an absorption plot was not obtained. X raying 
WaF at dry ice temperature produces a large F band with very little 
absorption on the low energy side (2). Attempts at optically bleaching 
the F band in a sample prepared like this at a variety of temperatures 
between liquid nitrogen and room temperature did not produce an F' band. 
Attempts were made at electrolytically coloring (22) NaF but these failed. 
Attempts to form the F' band in KaBr and RbBr were not successful. 
Additively colored Harshaw WaBr was optically bleached with F light 
between 50°K (pumped liquid nitrogen) and 193°K, but no F' band was 
formed. Here again there appeared to be an band, however, bleaching 
it with polarized light did not introduce any anisotropy into the band. 
Additively colored Isomet RbBr was optically bleached in the F band 
between liquid nitrogen temperature and room temperature, but no F' band 
was formed. Again an F^ band appeared but polarized bleaching did produce 
an anisotropy in the band in this case. It was concluded that a true F^ 
band was formed in RbBr. Using Spinolo's (53) data the quantum efficiency 
for thermal ionization of an excited F center in RbBr at liquid nitrogen 
temperature was found to be about 0.2. Therefore, bleaching in the F band 
at temperatures below liquid nitrogen temperature was not attempted. 
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SUMMARY 
Experimental Measurements 
The F' band was produced and measured in the following salts: NaCl, 
KCl, KBr, KI, RbCl, Rbl, CsBr, and Csl. The spectra consisted of a • 
single main peak and either a shoulder or a distinct second peak to the 
high energy side of it. The main peak in WaCl had a symmetrical bell 
shape, whereas in the remainder of the salts it showed some structure. 
The potassium and rubidium salts showed a shoulder located on the high 
energy side of the main peak. The cesium halides showed a more complex 
structure. The structure in the main peak can be attributed to differences 
in band structure between the sodium halides and the other alkali halides. 
Here it is thought that unoccupied levels occurring before the final s 
level in the various alkali metals contribute low lying conduction band 
levels to the band structure. These levels could produce the observed 
structure. 
The shoulder, or second peak, to the high energy side of the main 
peak has been assigned tentatively to F' center absorption where the F 
center is left in an excited (2p) state. The consistency with which it 
appeared in the salts would tend to indicate that it is a property of 
the F' center itself and not the host lattice. 
The temperatures for maximum F to F' conversion were found for the 
salts, and q.uantum efficiencies for F center bleaching were calculated 
where data were available. At the temperatures for maximum F to F' con­
version all q^uajitum efficiencies calculated were greater than 0.9- The 
F^ band, or what appeared to be the F^ band, was examined in several of 
Qk 
the crystals. A true band was found only in RbBr. 
Calculations 
A semicontinuum model variational calculation was done using a 
correlated Hylleraas wave function. The F' binding energies were cal-
* -culated in a self-consistent a xiriori fashion for m = m and O.orri . 
• * 
* , 
Generally good agreement was obtained for the m = O.om^ case. Also 
the potential well was adjusted to force agreement with experimental 
* 
binding energies for the m = m^ case. The resulting wave functions 
were used to calculate the absorption cross sections for the F' centers. 
Generally good agreement was obtained concerning the positions and sizes 
of the peaks and the half-widths of the bands. The second edges, 
corresponding to leaving the F center in an excitec. state, were calculated. 
Good agreement with the experimental second edges was obtained. A pre­
liminary calculation concerning the peak height and half-width of the 
band .yielded ^ results in fair agreement with data on XBr.. 
Future Work 
The complex structure obtained in the cesium salts requires more 
investigation. Bleaching experiments at lower temperatures than that of 
liquid nitrogen may reveal that the F' band shown here is not a pure F' 
band. Photoconductivity measurements at liquid helium temperature would 
most likely reveal the true F' band shape. 
The near infrared edges in CsBr, Csl, and Rbl should be remeasured 
using an infrared monochromator. Again photoconductivity would be a 
sensitive way to measure the optical absorption edge. 
Further attempts at forming the F' band in RbBr and Na3r could be 
done using a combination of optical bleaching and high electric fields 
to place F center electrons in the conduction band. However, any external 
mechanism that frees excited F center electrons would most likely ionize 
the F' center too, and a favorable F' equilibrium would be required 
for the process. Attempts at x raying these samples would be worth­
while . 
The semicontinuum calculation which has been done is felt to be a 
"balanced" one in that it could not be improved much without being 
completely redone. Improvement in any one area, the semicontinuum 
potential, the polarization corrections, or the variational wave functions 
would probably not be worth-while. It would be worth-while, however, to 
complete the work done on the absorption cross section for the second 
peak found. Good agreement concerning a shape could not be expected. 
However, it would "be helpful in assigning a mechanism to the absorption 
if the peak height and half-width were calculated. 
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APPENDIX A; DERIVATION OF EXPANSION FOR r 
We now derive Equation 2k using the method stated by ). 
Assume ve can vrite r^^ ^.s series of the form 
""12 = ^ 
n=o > 
where a^ is an unknown coefficient. Differentiating Eq_uation 62 with 
respect to cos 0^^ yields 
where we have used the law of cosines, 
1 
^•12 = (?! + ^2 - 2 ï'i =^2 812'^ 
to obtain 
dCrij) 
d(cos 
Equation 63 can he written as 
1 1 ; . • (a, 
"•12 "•> n-1 ®12' 
Comparing Equation 6k with Equation 21 term "by term yields 
Pn(cos 8^2) = - • 
Using the following recurrence relation from Jackson (23) 
d(cos 0^2) ~ d(cos 0^2) ^n ^ 
yields 
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% = <âàr'"'„-2 - * =n 
vhere the constants of integration, C^, must all be zero for the- 'jxaIu in 
Equation 62 to converge properly as 0^^ goes to zero. Writing cut 
Equation 62 yields 
oo r 
-:2 = - ^n»-> " 
n=o > 
which finally becomes 
n=o > > 
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APPENDIX B: COMPUTER SUBPROGRAM TO CALCULATE THE TOTAL ENERGY OF THE F' 
CENTER 
The FUNCTION subprogram shown in Figure IT was used to evaluate the 
expectation value of the Hamiltonian for the F' center given a particular 
set of variational parameters and a particular potential well. The 
variables of the program are identified in Table 11. All variables are in 
atomic units except where noted. 
Table 11. Identification of program variables 
Variable Description 
• R radius of potential well 
VO depth of potential well 
DIEl coulomb shoulder dielectric constant 
DIE2 optical dielectric constant 
EFFM effective mass 
ALPHAI 
BETA > variational parameters a, g, y 
GAlyMiy 
N an integer which tells what value 
of ENERGY is returned to the 
jnain program .as JListed below 
Value of N Returned value of ENERGY 
0 F' energy in eV 
1 electron correlation energy in eV 
2 fraction .of total electron 
distribution in potential well 
This program directly includes only the effect of optical polariza­
tion on the depth of the potential well. Other polarization effects were 
calculated in the main program and appeared in th.e potential well 
Variables. 
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'  U . N C  I  l - ' J N  e N f W . i V  ( R  .  V O  , 0  I  P I  E F F M ,  a i . f ' H A ,  " E  r  A  ,  û a ^ M A  . N I  
4 1 - A l  P H A  
A / - A  1  *  A L  P H A  
A 3 =  4 ? »  A L P H A  
A4T J* AL PHA 
A 5 =  A ' , *  A L P H A  
A6=A5»ALPHA 
A  A 6 # A L P H A  
A r i = A 7 « A L P H A  
A9=AH*ALPHA 
AlC-A^«Al PHA 
6 1 =  ' I F  T  A  
a^'=Bl«HeTA 
(,lT GAMBIA 
G2=ul«CAMMA 
Rl-^k 
R 3 -
R4=R3«R 
R5=R4*R 
R6 = i<^.«R 
A R 1 = A l * R l  
A R 2 = A < l < ' A R l  
A K 3 = A < 2 « A R 1  
A R 4 =  A i < 3 » A R  1  
A R b - A i 4 * A R 1  
A R 6  =  A R 5 « A R  I  
B K l = n L « R l  
B R 2 = H K l * B H 1  
E X 1 = Ê X P ( - A R 1 )  
E X 2 = f c X P { - ? . 0 * A R l )  
P C ; L Y I  =  F X  l « (  A R  1  +  I I  
P ' J U V ^  =  k X l * (  A R 2  + 2 « A R 1  + 2 1  
P 0 L Y 3  =  F . X 1 * ( A « 3  +  3 * A R 2  +  6 * A R 1  + 6  1  
P 0 L Y 4  =  F X 1 * ( A R 4  +  4 * A R  3  +  1 2 * A R 2  •  2 4 * A R 1  •  7 4  I  
P O L Y S  =  F X 1 « (  A R 5  +  5 * A R 4  4 -  2 0 * A R 3  +  6 0 « A R 2  »  Î 2 0 * A H 1  »  1 2 0  I  
P O L  Y 6  =  E X 1 * (  A R 6  < -  6 * A R 5  +  3 0 * A R 4  *  1 2 0 * A R 3  < -  l ô O O A " ?  +  7 ? " « A K l  
I  • 7 2 0 )  -  .  
V 1 = £ : X L < = (  A R 2  4 - 2 . 0 < ' A R I » 2 . 0  1 - 2 . 0  
V  2 = t X l «  ( 4 . 0 « A R 4  +  L 6 . 0 * A R  3 * - 9 6 .  0 # A R 2 « - 1 9 2 .  C # A R 1  '  ]  A ?  . 0  I  - 1 4 ?  . 0  
V 3 = c X 1 * ( - 4 . 0 < ' A R 6  +  2 4 . Q « A R 5 - 1 6 8 . 0 * A R 4 « - 2 8 8 . C « A - (  i - 5 7 6 . 0 * A R ? - l l 5 7 . 0 « ' A « l  
l - 1 1 5 2 . n n - l  1 5 2 . 0  
V 4 = E X ' l *  I  - R  . 0 ' < ' A R 4 + 1 6 . 0 « A R 3 - 4 f l .  0 * A P ? - 9 6 .  0 * A R 1  -•)h. O) 4 - 9 6 . C  
V 5 - E X l * ( - y . 0 * A R 3 - 2 4 . 0 * A R 2 - H C . 0 # A P l - 9 0 . C I * E X / * ( 4 . 0 * A R 2  4 ? 0 . n * A R l »  
2 1 0 . - O H - 7 0 . 0  
V 6 = e x i *  ( - 8  . C ^ A R  5 v 8 . 0 « A R 4 - 9  6 .  C * A R 3  +  3 2 .  0 » A R 2 - H  > 6  .  0 » A R  1 - « 9 6  .  O  I  « -
3 E X 2 #  ( d O . O * A R 2  4 - 5 6 0 .  0 # A R  1 + 2 8 0 .  0 ) 4 - 6 1  6 .  0  
V S l  =  ( - P 0 L Y 2  + 2  I * P 0 L Y 2  
V S 2  =  ( - P 0 L Y 4  4 - 2 4 1 * ^ P n L Y 2  4 - C - P U L Y 2  4 - 2 I * P 0 L Y 4  
V S 3  =  f - o n L Y 6  4 - 7 2 0  )  * P O L  Y 2 - 4 « ( - P 0 L Y 5  4 - 1  2 0  )  * P | ) L Y 3  
1  +  6 *  ( - P U L Y 4  + 2 4 ) * P U L Y 4  -  4 * ( - P U L Y 3  4 - 6  )  * P 0 L Y 5  +  I - P U L Y 2  + 2 ) * P L ) L Y 6  
V S 4  =  ( - P 0 L Y 4  4 -  2 4 ) * P n L Y ?  - 2 » t - P n L Y 3  + 6 )  # P n i  Y 3  +(-PnLY? 4 - 2 1  « P H I  Y ' .  
V S 5  =  ( - P 0 L Y 4  4 . 2 4 ) f P 0 L Y l / 3  + ( - P n L Y 2  + 2 )  * P 0 L Y 3  
V S 6  =  { - P n L Y 6  + 7 2 0 ) * P 0 L Y l / 3  - 2 * ( - P 0 L Y 5  + 1 2 0 1 « P 0 L Y 2 / 3  
2  + 4 « ( - P 0 t . Y 4  + 2 4 ) * P n L  Y 3 / 3  - 2*(-PnLY3 4 - 6 1  • P 0 L Y 4  + ( - P O L Y 2 + 2  1  • P O L Y S  
v c ; i  =  t x l « [  A R l + 1 . 0 1  
V C 2 = t X l » ( 4 . 0 * A R 3 + 1 2 . 0 * A R 2 + 7 2 . 0 « A R 1 + 7 2 . 0 )  
V C 3 = e x l * ( 4 . C * A R 5 - 2 A . 0 * A R 4 + 1 7 6 . 0 • A R 3 - 4 3 2 . 0 » A R 2 +  S 7 6 . 0 * A K  I  + 5 7 6 . C I  
V C 4  =  6 X l » l a  . 0 « A R 3 - 2 4 . 0 * A R 2 + 4 a . 0 * A R l + 4 8 . 0 )  
V C 5 = e X l * t 8 . C « A R 2 + 1 6 . 0 # A R 1 + 4 H . O ) + F X 2 * ( - 4 . 0 » A R 1 - ] R . J )  
V C 6 = e x l * ( 8 . C * A R 4 - 1 6 . 0 * A R 3 + 8 0 . 0 « A R Z - 1 6 0 . 0 « A R 1 + 8 1 0 . 3 ) +  
8EX2*t-B0.0*ARl-52C.C) 
VR1= EK2«( AR3/2 +7»AR2/4 +ll*ARl/4 +11.0/8.0 I -2 «f-X I • ( AR 1+ 1) 
1+ s.o/n.o 
Figure IT- FUNCTION subprogram to calculate the F' center energy 
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V K ? =  t : K ? « (  2 f 4 R 5 / 3  + 1 0 « A R 4 / 3  + 2 9 « A R 3 / 3  * 1 . 1  l « A k ; ' / 4  + ' . 5 ' ' A R l / 2  •  
2 4 5  . 0 / 4  . 0  )  - E X  1 * (  2 « A R J  * 6 # A R 2  + 2 0 » A f U  * 2 0 1  < - ^ 5 . 0 / 4 . 0  
V R 3 =  t X ? » !  1 P  +  A K 3  + 1 3 R * A R 2  i - 4 9 8 « A R  1  + 2 4 9 )  +  E  X 1  *  I - ?  < •  A f + 1 4 < ' A R 4  
3 - 6 8 *  A r t  3  + 2 1 6 « A R 2  - 2 3 8 « A R 1  - 2 8 8 )  + 3 9 . 0  
V R 4 =  Ë X 2 * (  A R 3  +  1 5 « A R 2 / 2  + 3 9 * A R l / 2  + 3 9 . 0 / 4 . 0  )  + E X 1 # (  - 2 « A R  3  
4 + 6 » A R 2  - 1 2 * A R 1  - 1 2 )  + 9 . 0 / 4 . 0  
V R 5 =  E X 2 # I  A R 4  + 4 « A R 3  + 8 » A R 2  + 8 « A R 1  + 4  )  - 4 * E X l « ( A R 2  + 2 * A P I  + ? )  
5 +  4 . C  
VR6=tX2*( A84 +a*AR3 +24«AR2 +24*ASl + 12) +FXI « I -2*AR4 +4«'A«3 
fi-12*AR2 -24*AR1 -24) +12.0 
T1 = Ex 1*{-2«AR4 +4#AR3 -12*AR?-24*ARI -24) +74 
T? = cXI*IAK2 +2«AR1 +2) -2 
T 3  ^  t X 2 « ( - 4 < ' A R l  - 1 0 )  + E X  I *  (  - 4  »  A R 2 - 2  4  *  A R  1  )  + 1 0  
T 4  =  t X l K (  2 * A R  3  + I 2 * A R 2  + 2 4 # A R 1  + 2 4 )  - 2 4  
T 5  =  E X 2 « (  - 8 0 * A K l  - 2 8 0 )  + E X 1 * (  - 4 # A R 4  + 3 2 * A R 2  -  2 5 6 « A R I  + 2 2 4  )  +  ' S 6  
T 6  =  E X 2 « (  1 2 * A R 2  + 6 0 # A R 1  +  7 0 )  + E X 1 » (  - 4 # A R 3  +  8 * A R ?  -  8 0 )  + 1 0  
T C  1  =  E X 1 « A R 3  
T C 2 = H X 1 « < A R 5  - 4 # A K 4  + 2 0 # A R 3  )  
T C 3 =  E X 2 « (  ! 6 * A R 4 / 3  +  6 4 # A R 3 / 3  +  1 6 * A R 2  - 9 6 « A R 1  -  4 4 8  )  
1 +EX1*( 12«AK4 + 32*AR3 +U2«4K2 -352*ARI r 46.q | 
T C 4 = h X 2 « (  8 * A R 4 / 3  + 1 6 « A R 3 / 3  +  2 0 * A R 2  +  l f > « A R l  )  
2+ EX 1*( -4»AR2 - 16*AR1) 
T C 5 = 2 « E X 2 » ( A R 5  +  5 « A R 4  + 1 4 0 A R 3  +  2 4 # A R ?  +  2 4 * A R 1  +  1 2  1  
3  - 2 » c X l * (  A R 3  +  6 * A R 2  +  1 2 # A R 1  +  1 2  I  
T C S l  =  - 2 ' * A K 2 « F X 1 / A 4  
T C S 2  =  - B 2 « R 2 « E X 1 * ( 2 * A R 2  -  2 4 ) / A 4  
TCS3 = -G2»K2''cX 1«( 2*AR4-24*AR3 + 1 44$AR2-48C«AR I + 7 20 < / A A 
TCS4 - -P'Al-xai»! R li'EXl*( -PUL Y4 +241/(3*AS1 
2  +  R 3 # E X 1 * ( -  P 0 L Y 2  + 2 ) / A j  + R 4 » E X 1 « P O L Y 1 / ( 3 « A ? )  + R 2 » E x 1 » P O L Y 3 / A 4  )  
T C S 5  -  - 2 * l , l « R 2 # E X l # (  2 # A R 2  - 1 2 « A R 1  +  2 4 ) / A 4  
T C S ' . .  =  - 2 < ' A 1*81* G 1#R2*EX1*( R3#(- PnLY2 +2)/A3 
3  - 2 « R  (  - P C J L Y 3  + 6 ) / A 4  + 4 « R  1 * 1  -  P 0 L Y 4  +  2 4 !  / !  ) * A 5 )  
4  -2«1- POLYS +120)/(3«A6) +(- P0LY6 +720) /I 3"R1«A7) 
5  +  - t 4 * P 0 L  Y l / (  3 * A ? )  - 2 * R  3 « P 0 L Y 2 / (  3 « A 3  )  + 4  » R 2  « P f l l  Y ' .  /  (  3  < ' A 4  )  
b  -  2 * « l « P n L Y 4 / A 5  +  P O L Y S / A A )  
T C S 7  =  4 * G l f R 2 * E X l * (  ? * A R 1  -  6 ) / A 4  
T C S f i  =  4«r, 2 « R 2 * F X l # (  2 # A R 3  -  1 8 * A R 2  + 7 2  * A P  1  -  1 2 0  I  / A '  
TCi.9 - r;i*R2*EXl*(- 2#( -POL Y4 +24) /( 3*R2*A') ) +7*(-ytiLV2 +2)/A3 
6  + ' t < ' R . l « P ( . l L  Y . 1 /  {  3 » A 2  I  , )  
T C S I O  -  4 » q 2 « R 3 # F X l / A 3  
T C b l 1  =  2 » m i # ù l # R 2 * E X l * (  2 * R 2 * I  - P 0 L Y 2  + 2 ) / A i  
7  - 3 « K l » (  - P [ ) L Y 3  + 6 ) / A 4  + (  - P O L Y S  +  1 2 0  )  /  (  3 * H  I  « A f t  )  
K  -  (  - i > ! ) L Y f t  + 7 2 0  )  / t 3 * R 2 « A 7  :  + R 3 * P n L Y l / A 2  - s  « r ? 2  « P i J L  Y 2 - / (  A  3 - >  3  )  
9  + 5 « R l « P n L Y 3 / ( 3 « A 4 ) )  
C  C I  I N  S  r  =  N O R M A L I Z A T I O N  C O N S T A N T  
L O . N S  r  = 3 2  . 0 / A 6  +  7 6 B . O « f i  2 / A  8 + 4 6 0 8  . 0 * G 2 / A  1 0  +  3  8 4 .  0 <'r, l / A R  +  2 H C  I / A 7  +  
7 2 4 I ' . 4 . 0 « R 1 « G 1 / A 9  
V I N =  - 4 » V 1 / A 6  - r t 2 « V ? / A r t  + G 2 # V 3 / A 1 0  + G 1 * V 4 / A S  • B 1 « V 3 / A 7  
7 +  5 l « G l « V 6 / A 9  
VCIUI = 2«VS1/A6 + 2*b2«VS2/A8 +2*G2#VS3/A13 +4 *(, 1 «VS4/ A8 
J +4«fU«VS5/A7 +4*B1*G1#VS6/A9 
T H Y L L  =  A 2 » C C N S T / 4  +  7 f t f i * G 2 / A H  + 3 2 « 0 2 / A 6  - ? n « B l / A 5  - 9 6 « B 2 / A(S 
1  - 3 2 * B 1 « G I / A 7  
T M C  =  A 2 « V I N  + 3 2 * G 2 # T 1 / A a  -  1  2 « ' T 2 / A 6  - ? * H l » r 3 / A 5  + 4 » H 2 « T 4 / A 6  
?  + I 8 1 # G I / A 7 ) # (  - 2 # T 5  + 8 « T 6 I  
T  =  T H Y L L / E F F M  +  ( 1 - 1 / E F F M I « T H C  
TC=2<=(1 - l/tFFM)*( 16«G1*TC1/A6 + 1«G 2 «TC2/AR 
4 + ni«Gl*TC3/A7 + m1#TC4/A5 + 2»n2»TC5/A6 ) 
res = -4«( 1-1/ F F F M)*(TCS1+ TCS2+ TCS3+ rCS4+ I C , S S + T C . S 6 f  TrS7 
1 +TCSS+ rCS9+ TCS10+ TCSll ) 
C  I  =  M N F ' I C  E N E K G V  
Figure 17. (Continued) 
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T = T  • rc •Tcs 
T=r/cuNsr 
C  W u P T  =  C O R R E C T I O N  F O R  O P T I C A L  P O L A R I Z A T I O N  
w O P T  =  ( l - l / U I E 2 l / ( 2 * R I  
C  V S O W L  =  S O U A R K  W E L L  P O T E N T I A L  E N F R G Y  
V S U W L  =  m * (  V O * V I N  « -  W O P T » V U U T )  
V S O W L  =  V S O H L / C O N . S T  
V C E f c » 1 0 . 0 / A  5 + 1 4 0 . 0 * 8  2 / A  7 + 6 2 4 • 0 » G 2 / A 9 + 7 2 . 0 « C 1 / A  7  +  
f i 6  4 . 0 * t U / A ( S * 3 H 4 . 0 * H  l * G l / A «  
C  V R I 2  :  C U U L C I M B  C O R R E L A T I O N  P O T E N T I A L  E N E R G Y  
V R L 2 =  V C E E / 0 I E 2  + (  I - I / O  I E  ?  1  * (  1 6 * V P . I / A 5  •  1  t > * B 2  «  V «  ?  /  A 7  
7  +  l 6 » G 2 *  V R 3 / i 9  + 3 2 * G l » V R 4 / A 7  +  1 6 » B 1  « > V R 5 / A 6  + 3 ? * r i l  « G I * V R 6 / A 8  )  
V R 1 2  =  V R  1 2 / C O N S T  
C  V C O U L  =  C O U L O M B  S H O U L D E R  P O T E N T I A L  E N E R G Y  
V C O U L  =  - ( 8 . 0 / D I E i ) « ( 4 . 0 » V C 1 / A 5 + B 2 * V C 2 / A 7 + G 2 • V C 3 / A 9 ^ G I  * V C 4 / A 7  +  
9 0 l * V C S / A 6  +  S l » G l * V C 6 / ' A 8 l  
V C O ' J L =  V C O U L / C O N S T  
E N = T + V S O W L + V R 1 2 • V C O U L  
I F I N - 1 1  5 , 6 , 7  
5  E N E R G Y = E N » 2 7 . 2  
R E T U R N  
6  C N E R G Y = V R 1 2 * 2 7 . 2  
R E T U R N  
7  E N E A G Y = 4 * V I N / C U N S T  .  
R E T U R N  
E N D  
Figure 17. ^Continued) 
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APPENDIX C; DERIVATION OF VECTOR OPElïTiTOIiD 
The vector operators required for the kinetic energy term were 
evaluated oy vriting them in cartesian coordinates. The required ::cal:j.r 
or dou products of these operators were then taken, anC the recuitiri-j; 
scalar operators worked out using the "chain rule" of partial differentia­
tion . 
In cartesian coordinates the needed operators are 
1  X  1  
ana 
i + j y^ + k 
r. = 
1 r. 
which yield 
I'i 4' = (Ë-)' - + (#:)" 
1 1 1 
and 
'i ^ ('=1 -fr.-" ^  Ifr' ' • 
X  1  X  1  
where i=l,2. 
In general cj) is a function of the independent variables r. , r , and X 2 ' 
^12 
/ 2 _ 2 _ 2x2 
^i ^  
and 
1 
r,. . = [(x -X + (y.-y.)^  + (z -z 
J-J 1 J ^ J X J 
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and where 
Differentiating 4)(r^,r^,r^^) vit h respect to yields 
+ +. fill 
9x. 3r. 3x. 3r. 3x. 3r.. 3x. 1 11 J 1 ij 1 
which "becomes 
X .  - X .  
= + -^— i——4 (68) 3x. 3r. r. 3r. . 1 11 ij ij 
where 
i,j=l,2;i7^j . 
The expressions for ^ — and are similar. Using Equation 68 to write ày^  dz^ 
equations 66 and 6% yields 
1 dr^ dr_ , dr. dr^^ r_ 
and 
1 ij ij 
where again 
i,j=l,2;i7^j . 
